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ABSTRACT 
Master thesis in Political Science by Alexander Gaber, 2015, ‘Evidence of the Benevolent 

State?- The Case of the R2P’ 
 

The study sets out to analyze the validity of the soldiarist prescriptive hypothesis that a shared 

understanding amongst the society of states can induce a circumstance where states will act 

selflessly by willingly subordinating their rights and sovereign prerogatives for the sake of 

individual rights. For this purpose the R2P legal doctrine is analyzed genealogically to 

generate an inference on if the dominant consensus within the society of states on the doctrine 

has generated this circumstance. The analysis concludes that the R2P doctrine has neither in 

customary - or codified international law enabled the individual’s right to protection to hold 

precedence over the right and sovereignty of the state. The case study, conclusively does not 

serve to validate the hypothesis, but neither does it invalidate it as the R2P constitutes a 

representative case. The intermarriage of the genealogical method with the English School 

framework is deemed fruitful and new insights into, specifically, the concept of sovereignty is 

generated which serves to evolve and reinforce the theoretical framework of English School 

Solidarism. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

States’ sovereignty and rights are commonly thought of as juxtaposed to that of the assertion 

of individuals’ rights within the international society, and national interest as an impediment 

to human rights. At the same time developments within the international society, following 

World War II (WWII) and the Cold War, point towards a development of increased 

solidarism where universal cosmopolitan norms and ideals promoting individual rights vis-à-

vis the rights of states seem to enjoy an enhanced standing (Beck 1992:128;131, 2000:83, 

Brommesson & Fernros 2009:317). In the political life of the global arena an ever increasing 

inflation in both number and influence by (International) Nongovernmental Organizations 

(INGOs) championing issues of Human Rights and at many times a clear-cut advocacy within 

media for Human Rights, as well as its increasing centrality within the global political order’s 

more influential states’ foreign policy formation seem to be observed. More importantly, 

however, the development is manifested by an apparent strengthening of individual rights 

contra the state in international law
1
 - mainly through the evolvement of customary law and 

the codification of International Human Rights Law and jus in bello (International 

Humanitarian law).  

In terms of conventional understandings on International Relations (IR), realist and the realist 

influenced pluralist (English School on IR) understanding in particular, a development of an 

increased strengthening of individual rights would seem incompatible with that of the self-

preserving and self-interested state. In this view the progress of human rights law would 

eventually have to undermine state sovereignty and consequently destabilize the prevailing 

international order. There are, however, an increasing body of scholars within the English 

School on International Relations whom refer to themselves as solidarists that assert that the 

interest of the state need not be in conflict with that of the individual, and that in fact state 

interest can align itself to that of the individual’s interest of human rights. They subscribe to 

the idea that the society of states can become, and is in the process of becoming, more alike 

internally which may result in a mutual shared understanding amongst the society of states 

that places the right of the individual above that of the state in the pursuit of global justice 

                                                 
1
 A necessary clarification is that by International Law  is meant Public International Law which regulates states 

and International Organizations relations and conduct, as well as some of their relations with persons, whether 

natural or juridical. Private International Law on the other hand regulates transborder relationships between 

individuals and is usually denoted as lex mercatoria (law of merchants) (Malanczuk 1997: 1; 72). 
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(Vincent 1986:113ff.). The inquiry into this prescriptive proposition and hypothesis on the 

possibility of a selfless benevolent state
2
 serves as the center-piece of this thesis. 

The solidarist proposition and hypothesis has grown out of the broader English School on 

International Relations tradition and forms a part of its theoretical framework as an opposing 

empirical and prescriptive position to that of the older aforementioned pluralist position. 

Central to the English School research agenda has in part been conceptual clarification of its 

three central concepts of international order, namely, international system, international 

society and world society of which the international society serves as the predominant 

ontological reality of the current international order. However, driving this purpose of 

conceptual and ontological clarification has always been an underlying normative and 

prescriptive ulterior motive, i.e., prescribing also what the International Society ought to be. 

In terms of prescribing what the international society ought to be, the School exudes two 

positions, the pluralist, which shares an affinity to realism, and the solidarist, which shares an 

affinity to cosmopolitanism. 

At center-fold to this prescriptive inter-theoretical debate stands the understanding of two 

concepts, viz. order and justice. Pluralists contend that the international order has developed 

through common interest and understandings on tolerance of pluralism in state’s domestic 

cultural and political systems. This constitutes the constitutive normative principle of the 

international society. Out of this respect for pluralism the principle of sovereignty was born, 

which in pluralist views is indivisible and correlates to non-intervention and non-interference 

into entities domestic spheres. The upholding of these principles is deemed a requirement for 

the maintenance of a stable and orderly society, the main prescriptive goal of the international 

society according to pluralists. As an antithesis to the maintenance of order the pluralist see 

the pursuit of justice, which primarily entails individual’s claims to universal human rights, as 

it is thought to undermine pluralism and therefore destabilize order. Solidarists are however in 

contention with this description. They agree that tolerance for pluralism has constituted an 

important part in the formation of the international order. However, they contend that it does 

not form the only constitutive value of the international order and that the concept of order not 

necessarily corresponds to indivisible sovereignty. Thus they contend that the pursuit of 

justice is not juxtaposed to the maintenance of order, but rather that the two are 

interdependent and can form a constructive balance (Baaz 2013:127, Gonzales-Pelaez & 

                                                 
2
 Term coined in this thesis to reflect the essence of the solidarist prescriptive proposition and hypothesis 
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Buzan 2003: 2f.). Whereas certain scholars even contend that a lack of justice in itself even 

can be said to constitute a threat to order in the international society (cf. Wheeler 2000
3
).  

Thus, out of this line of thinking the solidarist prescriptive proposition and hypothesis on the 

possibility of a benevolent state was born. Although the proposition prescribes that universal 

individual/human rights hold precedence over the rights of states it is important to note that 

the position differs from that of cosmopolitanism. Cosmopolitanism ascertains that the 

interstate system or society needs to be overturned to make room for a cosmopolitan 

democracy as this is the only way for individual rights to hold precedence over the rights of 

states (cf. Held 1995). In contrast, solidarists prefer, and deem possible, that the individual be 

afforded rights above states within the current international order of the society of states. 

Their proposition and hypothesis is interesting for several reasons. The codification of 

international law is based on state volition, and the same condition applies for customary law. 

The ontology of the international society undoubtedly affirms the state as the most influential 

actor. The implementation of international human rights law that trumps state rights, either as 

codified or customary international law, is thus left to the behest of states. The possibility of a 

state interest aligning itself in such a manner as to act in a way that promotes individual rights 

over its own sovereign prerogatives and perseverance, as the solidarist hypothesize, is thus in 

many ways a revolutionary thought for international relations (IR) theory. Indeed the thought 

of a selfless, benevolent state, not only contrast cosmopolitan assumptions, but also that of 

realist influenced theories on state perseverance and national interest. If supporting evidence 

of this hypothesis can be found, it serves to shift our view of the relation between the state and 

the individual and what can be achieved in this relationship within the current international 

order. Moreover, however, it may serve to grant legitimacy to the current system of states, as 

it proves that justice in fact can be achieved within the given society of states. 

Developments within the human security framework suggest that the legal doctrine of R2P 

could confirm the solidarist hypothesis and that the implementation of the legal principle 

might signify the condition that the solidarists prescribe. The legal principle is born out of the 

idea of making sovereignty contingent on legitimacy, viz. sovereignty corresponding to a 

responsibility (ICISS 2001, UNWS 2005). The legal principle, as it is presented in its key 

legal source documents the International Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty 

report of 2001 and the United Nations World Summit Outcome Document of 2005, deals with 

                                                 
3
 See primarily Wheeler’s excellent book on humanitarian interventions (2000) where this argument constitutes 

the main purpose of the study. 
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the possibility of formulating a duty for states and the international society to protect 

individuals against atrocities and grave violations of human rights by, if necessary, military 

means. The principle can thus be interpreted as relativizing the principle of non-intervention 

by suggesting that sovereignty be subordinate to the individual’s right to security. This has led 

several scholars to suggest that the issue of humanitarian intervention and the principle of the 

R2P to be at the forefront of a perceived conflict between the rights of the individual (justice) 

and the rights of the state (order) (Wheeler 2000:11). In light of these circumstances the thesis 

aims to analyze genealogically if the prevailing understanding of the principle within the 

society of states could be said to constitute a condition where state sovereignty is subordinate 

to individual’s right to security, viz., state rights subordinate to individual rights.  

An affirmation of these circumstances through the genealogical analysis will, as mentioned, 

of course serve to generate considerable credibility to the solidarist hypothesis on the 

benevolent state. If not, however, it should not serve to disprove the hypothesis in its entirety 

as the R2P only constitutes a singular case. In the circumstance of the R2P case not 

confirming the hypothesis, the hope is still that the study’s empirical exploration of the 

hypothesis will serve to add value to the existing prescriptive solidarist theoretical framework 

by offering further insights and refinements. 

Understandably the above rendition certainly paints a picture where possible indications 

pointing towards a realization of the solidarist prescriptive proposition and hypothesis could 

have significant implications for conventional International Relations theory and thought. A 

legitimate question, in this respect, is of course to what extent previous research has attempted 

to explore these conditions and what insights similar approaches have generated. As touched 

upon supra most of English School research has utilized a prescriptive approach in its 

theorizing and conceptualizing efforts. This approach was arguably accelerated further 

through the formulation of the pluralist- solidarist dichotomy by Hedley Bull. The interest for 

empirically falsifying or validating propositions and hypothesis within the school is, at least 

within the established body of scholars quite limited. As will be discussed further in the 

methodological chapter scholars within the school have traditionally exuded a substantial 

resistance towards such approaches. In terms of solidarist inclined research the prescriptive 
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and normative approach has more or less prevailed, evident, foremost, through the prevailing 

research focus on middle-ground ethics
4
.   

Attempts to move away from more normative inclined approaches have, however, been made 

by a few scholars. The most prominent example comprises Barry Buzan’s great body of work 

(i.a. 2001, 2004). Buzan’s interest in the tradition stems predominantly from what he sees as 

prospects of a new grand theory on IR evolving out of the ES theoretical body. In his efforts 

towards formulating a new grand theory, Buzan has recognized shortcomings foremost, in 

what he refers to as, the theoretical dustbin of the world society concept, but also in the under-

dimensioned research focus on international political economy (IPE) (Buzan 2001:477). 

These assertions have led him to assume a more empirical approach focusing on taxonomy 

(Buzan 2004:228ff., Adler 2005:171). In this manner Buzan has served as somewhat of an 

empirical counter-weight to the dominant prescriptive approach. As such he has opened up 

and inspired some other scholars towards a more empirical approach.  

Two such scholars are Brommeson and Fernros. Through their ES case study on the R2P from 

2009 they distinguish themselves not only from previous ES research, but also from Buzan’s 

work, by being not only empirically inclined, but also narrow, supposed to Buzan’s wider 

approach. In similarity to this study they employ the R2P case in a deductive fashion, by 

attempting to empirically falsify and validate certain central concepts and hypothesis within 

the theoretical framework. This thesis to a large extent agrees with that study’s assumption 

that the ES stands much to gain by employing such an approach, especially in terms of 

making its theoretical body more analytically useful. This thesis, however, holds central 

issues of contention in relation to Brommesson and Fernros study. The first point of 

contention pertains to their research question. In relation to the R2P Brommesson and Fernros 

ask if the appearance of the principle within global politics has potentially destabilized 

international order, as understood within the ES framework, in other words that the R2P is an 

expression of a world society ontology. Their premise is, however, incongruous. As 

mentioned supra contestation of the international order being based on an ontology of 

primarily (a society of) states is far-fetched, certainly when considering the circumstance that 

international law is based on state volition. Indeed their study does not offer any substantial 

support for such a proposition and consequently their results of their case study reveal that the 

                                                 
4
 The most prominent example of this instance is arguably the anthology ‘Ethical Reasoning in International 

Affairs – Arguments from the Middle Ground’ (Navari 2013) which comprises an imposing set of essays from 

most of the prominent contemporary English School scholars, such as Andrew Hurrell, Terry Nardin, Molly 

Cochran, Chris Brown, Mikael Baaz, Merwyn Frost, to mention a few. 
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R2P cannot be considered a representation of world society. Their results are thus in this 

aspect quite modest and predictable. It is this thesis view that they did not accurately identify 

what the progression of human rights and the R2P principle prospectively represents and what 

aspect of the English School that it highlights, namely the essence of the contention of the 

pluralist-solidarist debate and the possibility of a selfless state. 

As will be discussed in more depth in the methodological chapter the application of method in 

English School research is in some aspects problematic. This is certainly true when applying 

an, for the School, innovative approach. Although this study is indebted to Brommesson and 

Fernros in terms of applying a theory testing approach in ES research, this is another issue 

where this thesis, in comparison, aims for improvement. The purely legal method employed in 

Brommesson and Fernros study offers limited insights and prospects for accumulating more 

knowledge on to the already rich English School theoretical framework. As will be discussed 

further in the methodological chapter the method of genealogy is in this thesis considered a 

more compatible method for the English School theoretical framework, with the potential of 

generating deeper insights into the subject matter.  

Thus conclusively, testing the solidarist prescriptive proposition and hypothesis on the 

possibility of a benevolent state by analyzing the case of the R2P genealogically is both 

innovative and, in terms of purpose, desirable as it offers the prospect of generating new 

insights in the understanding of the international society and its key entities.   

1.1 RESEARCH QUESTION 

As mentioned above the study aims to analyze the validity of the soldiarist prescriptive 

hypothesis that the state can be benevolent. In other words, that a shared understanding 

amongst the society of states can induce a circumstance where the state will act selflessly by 

willingly subordinating its rights and sovereign prerogatives for the sake of individual rights. 

To attempt to shed light to this question the thesis will employ the case of the R2P. The case 

will be analyzed genealogically to assess if the R2P has induced a dominant perception 

amongst the society of states that affirms that sovereignty and state rights be subordinate to 

the individual’s right to security. The primary research question is thus; 

- Can a shared moral understanding establish itself within the society of states that has 

states willingly subordinate their rights and sovereign prerogatives for the sake of 

individual rights? 
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And the subsidiary supportive question; 

- Has a shared moral understanding established itself within the international society 

that places individual’s right to security above state sovereignty and right through the 

legal doctrine of the R2P? 
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2. METHODOLOGY AND META-THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS 

The study will be conducted with a qualitative strategy and deductive approach. The design 

employed will be a critical instrumental case study of the R2P. The method of genealogy will 

be employed for analyzing the case and testing the Solidarist hypothesis and proposition of 

the benevolent state. What follows infra is an explication of both the reasoning behind these 

decisions on strategy, design and method as well as how they more concretely will be 

employed in the study.  

2.1 RESEARCH STRATEGY 

The research strategy employed in this thesis constitutes a qualitative deductive approach. In 

other words the study does not seek to quantify results or to have theory evolve out of 

empirical renditions.
5
 Rather it is theoretically driven where the concepts and theory from 

which the Solidarist hypothesis derives from already are evolved. The study follows the 

conventional deductive approach as specified by Bryman (2012:24f.) by testing the solidarist 

hypothesis of the benevolent state through employing its key concepts order (sovereignty) and 

justice (individual rights) in a genealogical analysis of the data inherent in the case of the 

R2P. The theory employed in the study is thus the English School, more specifically the 

solidarist hypothesis, and the method employed is genealogy. As a result of the analysis the 

hypothesis is then assessed and if necessary and possible a proposition for a revision of theory 

is presented.
6
 

The methodologically enthusiastic reader would here of course interject to point out that a 

deductive approach most commonly is associated with quantitative research as well as a 

positivist epistemological position (Bryman 2012:24f.).
7
 This is certainly true in most cases, 

but few exceptions do exist such as in the case of directed qualitative content analysis, which 

if not classified as deductive, at least should be considered iterative (Hsieh & Shannon 2005: 

1281).
8
 Regardless of the fact, the purpose of the study is deductive in character; the 

                                                 
5
 A deductive research approach has theory driving the inquiry while an inductive approach sees theory evolve 

as a result of the research process. The first approach thus already has pre-formulated concepts while the second 

has these evolve throughout the process (Bryman 2012:9, 26). 
6
 This final step in the deductive process is inductive in nature but forms a part in the deductive process 

according to Bryman (2012:24f.) . 
7
 Positivism implies that knowledge can only be arrived within the collection of observable data. The collection 

of sufficient data leads to the identification of patterns that can be formulated into laws (Smith 2010:18). It can 

be described as an explanatory approach that emulates natural sciences in prescribing a scientific method to seek 

out general causes, i.a., a rationalist and deductive methodological approach to science. 
8
 An iterative approach implies a sort of weaving back and forth between theory and findings, fine-tuning as you 

go so to speak. 
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hypothesis/proposition that is to be tested exists within an established body of theory. 

Furthermore, a quantitative design would not be desirable in part because of the prescriptive 

(with normative underpinnings) character of the hypothesis to be tested, but also because of 

the subject matter. The case study deals with laws and norms which constitute socialized 

entities, by nature not quantifiable (at least not in a meaningful way). This demands an 

approach that seeks to analyze units underlying meaning and how they relate to each other. 

Moreover, a quantitative strategy would fit poorly with the overall character of the English 

School research tradition.   

In terms of method the English School tradition has at best been described as pluralistic or 

relativist (Navari 2009:1f.; Bull 2000: 247; Dunne 2010:136),  but in more extreme terms as 

anti-pathetical to method (Wilson 2009:184f.). In fact many observers looking from the 

outside have had great difficulty in discerning its methods and methodological underpinnings 

(Finnemore: 2001: 510) leading some to even propagate for the school’s foreclosure due to 

the perceived lack of methodological rigour of its followers (Jones 1981:1ff.). 

There are many explanations for this perceived perplexity. In part the classical theorists of the 

tradition, such as Martin Wight, Herbert Butterfield, Adam Watson, Charles Manning, Hedley 

Bull and John Vincent (some would even consider E H Carr into this grouping), held a certain 

disdain to methodological discussions (Navari 2009:1f.). The reason for this was primarily 

due to the historical scholarly context of which they emerged. Indeed the tradition evolved as 

a via media between Realism and Idealism during the so-called first debate of International 

Relations (Smith 2010:5).
9
 Moreover, however the tradition and its incumbents considered 

themselves (and still do to a large degree, such as in the case of Robert Jackson and perhaps 

also Peter Wilson) as disciples of the legal theorist Hugo Grotius (1583-1645) and part of a 

classical humanist approach which sought to understand human conduct and relations 

assessed in reference to normative standards by studying history, philosophy and 

jurisprudence (Jackson 2009: 21f.; Bull 1969: 20). As such they categorically distanced 

                                                 
9
 The IR discipline is said to have had 3 or 4 defining debates (disagreement exists on the exact number). Kurki 

and Wight, whom account for 4 debates within IR, describe them in the following way. The 1
st
 debate took place 

between realists and idealist following the WW2. It focused on the role of international institutions and the 

likelihood of causes of war to be ameliorated.  The 2
nd

 debate argued for more methodological rigor. The 3
rd

 

debate, also labeled the interparadigm debate, focused on disagreements between realists, pluralist and Marxist 

perspectives on how to best explain international processes. The 4
th

, and most recent, debate, catalyzed by neo-

realisms failure to predict the end of the Cold War, evolved into a critique of the dominant theoretical 

approaches neo-liberalism and neo-realisms positivist stance towards the conduct of science within IR. All these 

debates, however, centered on if IR should be based on scientific principles and if it could be (Kurki & Wight 

2010: 16-17). 
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themselves from the evolving positivist epistemology and the ontology of objectivism of the 

time. Indeed a scientific approach and with it a focus on methodology was at the time equated 

with a positivist epistemology. Their epistemological and ontological position thus did not 

admit to scientific connotations within that given context. A quote from Peter Wilson in 

support of Charles Manning perhaps summarizes it best:  

‘I remain wedded to the Manningite notion of connoisseurship: that is, refined judgment born 

of familiarity with and feel for a subject. This, rather than objectivity, or science, is what we 

should strive for in the pursuit of social understanding’ (Wilson 2009:184f.). 

The traditional approach of the English School and certainly what it represents today thus 

have little in common with rational-positivism.
10

 However, on the flip-side the tradition is 

hesitant to position itself within the other-side of the spectrum within Reflectivist Post-

Positivism
11

 (Smith 2010:5). This perhaps might relate to the rationalist-reflectivist 

dichotomy’s constituting structure not being amicable to the School’s approach or the 

School’s relation to epistemology and ontology. In terms of epistemology
12

 the School is 

often depicted as relativist which reflects its methodological pluralism or anti-methodological 

stance (Bull 2000: 247).
13

 In light of the above rendition, however, it is hard to diverge from 

the assertion that the tradition in key aspects do share an interpretivist or heurmentic 

understanding of how research should be done and the purpose of scientific inquiry. Indeed 

the Weberian notion of verstehen (understanding) instead of explaining human behavior form 

an important part of the tradition together with the purpose of grasping subjective meaning of 

social action instead of generating causal explanations, as is the purpose of science according 

to positivism (Bryman 2012:29f., Buzan 2004:24, Navari 2009:1f.).  It’s supposed 

epistemological relativist stance does however also suggest a meta-theoretical affinity to both 

pragmatism and scientific realism which both adhere to a position that rejects a universal 

modus operandi for generating knowledge. In concurrence with the two positions the English 

School agrees that the world is ontologically complex and that scientific research occurs in 

social, historical, political and other contexts, and that context matters in the production of 

knowledge (Cherryholmes 1992:14ff; Smith 2010: 5). 

                                                 
10

 Represented in IR primarily by i.a. Neo-Realism, Neo-Liberalism and game-theory 
11

 Such as the Critical theories Post-Structuralism and Feminism  
12

 Epistemology is concerned with how research should be done and to what end (Bryman 2012:29f.). 
13

 to be fair even the classical scholars did employ method in their research even if it was both eclectic and not 

thoroughly depicted (Navari 2009:1f.). 
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However, to merely satisfy ourselves with concluding that the School is epistemologically 

complex would be to paint an incomplete picture of the School’s meta-theoretical plurality 

and richness, which to say the least can be described as inclusive. Indeed there are certain 

epistemological divergences within the School which to this day has not been spelled out as a 

debate, but in many respects do hold resembling attributes of a debate. As is the case with 

epistemological positions they are in many ways fuelled by divergences in Ontological 

understanding, i.e. if the nature of social phenomena and entities can be considered inert or a 

product of social interaction (Rubin & Rubin 1995:46). Indeed the great body of work within 

the School is predominantly a representation of a Constructivist view-point that suggest that 

social entities, rather than being objective entities with a reality external to social actors, are 

seen as social constructions built up from the perceptions and actions of social actors (Bryman 

2012:32). Indeed this is apparent in the key concept of the theoretical body, namely the 

international society, which constitutes a socially constructed entity, and also the key 

researchable agents, namely states, are of course considered social entities. 

However, just as within IR Constructivism there are certain strands within the School that 

hold a certain limited degree of affinity towards Objectivism. Buzan (2004:10) and Dunne 

(2010:136) consider the School’s approach to comprise both an interpretive and positivist 

explanatory approach. Buzan foremost can be said to represent a more structural/analytical 

wing of the School. As such he places a greater value on material context, with an affinity to 

Critical realism’s assertion of meanings and ideas being generated through material context 

rather than the material only possessing meaning of which is ascribed to it by its social 

actors’, such as in the conventional constructivist understanding.  On the other side of the 

spectrum we have the historical/normative bunch which constitutes both traditional pluralist 

scholars as Jackson as well as the middle-ground ethics Solidarist Scholars whom are more 

pure Weberian interpretivists and fit comfortably into the understanding of meaning mainly 

being generated through social interaction. Indeed these two positions generate slightly 

different understandings on epistemologies (or perhaps are a result of different 

epistemologies) and the understanding of the purpose of generating knowledge. Buzan’s 

critical realism inspired research is mainly driven by a purpose of generating grand theory 

through the theoretical body of the School. The conventional pluralist and solidarist research, 

however, is mostly prescriptive and as such has a pragmatist epistemological view on the 

conduct of research. In other words they see research as a means to an end (i.e. problem-

solving), where the end for pluralists is mainly to uphold an orderly international society and 
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for solidarists to generate a more just international society without disrupting order (Jackson 

2009:184f., Dunne 2005:169f.). 
14

 

As mentioned supra the thesis aims to explore and test the latter’s prescriptive proposition of 

a possible benevolent state. As such a logical extension is that the study should as much as 

possible delineate itself within the traditional interpretivist pragmatist epistemological- and 

constructivist ontological approaches of the School, shared by both pluralist and solidarist 

scholars. It should however be noted that the structural/analytical wing represented by Buzan 

only marginally diverges from the traditional approach in its openness to objectivism, critical 

realism and positivism. 

As should be clear to the reader through the above rendition of the English School research 

tradition, the subject at hand in the study as well as its purpose, a quantitative strategy would 

neither be plausible nor constructive in search for clarity in the research inquiry at hand. 

Indeed these factors are all geared towards a purpose shared by a qualitative research strategy 

which is not to seek generalizations through quantification but rather to interpret with the 

intent of generating increased contextual understanding (Bryman 2012:408, Cassell & Gillian 

1994:7).  Moreover a quantitative strategy would imply both an affinity to ontological 

objectivism and epistemological positivism which rhymes badly with the above mentioned 

factors for the study (Bryman 2012:36). In summary, thus, the study will be conducted with a 

qualitative strategy employing a deductive approach. 

2.2. RESEARCH DESIGN 

As mentioned supra the purpose of the study is to analyze if the R2P legal doctrine’s 

establishment within the international society can be said to confirm the solidarist prescriptive 

theoretical hypothesis of the benevolent state and that a shared mutual understanding on 

human rights can enable a situation where individual rights hold precedence over state 

sovereignty and right. In this regard the R2P legal doctrine constitutes the case of which the 

solidarist hypothesis of the possibility of the benevolent state will be tested upon. The 

structure that will guide the execution of the research method and the analysis of the 

qualitative data will therefore be a case study design (Bryman 2012:45).  

There are several options available within the case study design
15

. However, before presenting 

what type of case study design that is to be implemented it could be beneficial to the reader to 

                                                 
14

 For more on the Philosophy of Social Science, and more specifically Scientific Realism and American 

Pragmatism see Cherryholmes (1992:14ff). 
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understand why such a design has been chosen for the study. The choice of the case study 

design relates to the study’s subject matter, namely the solidarist English School’s 

understanding of International Relations and the purpose of the study, which constitutes to 

analyze and test the solidarist hypothesis of the benevolent state. Indeed the case study design 

shares much of the similar positivist critique of the English School tradition namely that it 

provides little basis for scientific generalization. However, in similarity with the English 

School tradition a case study design’s purpose is to be able to generalize to theoretical 

propositions and not to populations or universes, in other words it is a means of analytical 

generalization and not statistical generalization (Yin 2003:10). In that sense the design is 

more or less tailored for qualitative research and the English School research tradition. 

In regards to the options available when employing a case study design this study will be 

critical in the sense that it revolves around well developed theory where the case of the R2P is 

chosen on the grounds that it will generate a better understanding of the circumstance in 

which the hypothesis on the possibility of the benevolent state will or will not hold (Bryman 

2012:70). Furthermore, the case study should be considered to be instrumental as the R2P 

case itself is secondary to understanding the particular phenomenon, namely the possibility of 

a benevolent state. As such the case of the R2P is merely a typical/ representative/exemplary 

case as it could perhaps be supplanted by other cases in the quest for testing the prescriptive 

hypothesis.   

The reason for designing the study as a critical instrumental case study, supposed to perhaps 

an intrinsic case study design, has to do with the purpose of the study. An intrinsic study is 

usually exploratory in nature with a genuine interest in the case. The instrumental approach 

however seeks to advance understanding of a specific phenomenon by advancing or refining 

an already established theoretical body.  In other words the role of the case in an instrumental 

case study design is merely to generate a greater understanding of something else, which in 

this study implies that the legal doctrine of the R2P will facilitate a deeper understanding on 

the solidarist hypothesis of the benevolent state.  The case itself is often looked in depth and 

its context scrutinized with the intent of forwarding the understanding of the study’s interest 

                                                                                                                                                         
15

 Stake  (2000: 437f.) identifies three types of case studies—intrinsic, instrumental, and collective. The 

distinction between intrinsic and instrumental lies in the degree to which the focus is on the unique or the 

generalizable features of the case research, while a collective case study constitutes an instrumental study 

extended to several cases.  
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(Stake 2000:435ff., Baxter & Jack 544ff.). In this study the subsidiary research questions will 

attempt to mantel this role by scrutinizing both the doctrine’s legal- and political ramifications 

with the intent of generating, in relation to the hypothesis, a holistic picture of the case.   

The case study design presented for this research indeed hold many elements, as it is critical, 

instrumental and employs a representative case in relation to the hypothesis being tested. 

However, neither of these elements stand in conflict with each other and should be considered 

to complement each other. Indeed a combination of elements is more than common when 

conducting case study research (Bryman 2012: 70). 

Before moving on to specify the method employed in the study further it should be noted that 

the research evaluating criteria such as reliability and validity which relates to the question of 

research design will not be covered here (Bryman 2012:45). Qualitative research such as this 

study demands more rigorous contemplation on these criteria than positivist quantitative 

research which is why these criteria will be dealt with in a separate section below. 

2.3. RESEARCH METHOD 

Now that the framework for generating evidence and the guiding structure for the method and 

subsequent analysis of the qualitative data have been covered in the research design section it 

is time to specify further the method employed for collecting the qualitative data in this 

critical instrumental case study (Bryman 2012:45f.). Indeed a case study design, an 

instrumental one especially, implies intense analysis that aims to capture the complexity and 

nature of the case in question (Bryman 2012: 66). This of course demands a lot of the method 

chosen for the study. However, the greatest challenge in relation to method relates to the 

subject matter at hand, namely the English School tradition of which the solidarist proposition 

on the benevolent state rests within.  

As mentioned supra, practitioners within the English School have traditionally claimed that 

the School eschews method, and that a rigorous attention to scientific method is non-

commensurable with English School research (Wilson 2009:184f.). However, as also 

mentioned above this should be regarded with a pinch of salt. In fact both traditional and 

contemporary scholars have and do employ scientific method(s), just not a positivist one. The 

problem, however, is that although the School’s research often incorporates discussions of 

epistemology and ontology and discussions of a strategic character, these are often laced with 

terms that suggest that the actual position is implied rather than enunciated. Moreover, 

discussions on method are seldom presented in further lengths, if at all. Perhaps the greatest 
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proof of this circumstance constitutes the only work that has attempted to holistically 

explicate and elucidate the English School methods and methodology (Navari (ed.) 2009). 

Navari’s (ed.) book from 2009 incorporates a great and heterogeneous group of ES scholar’s 

who all give their perspective on English School scholarship. For a student of methodology, 

however, who wishes to decipher the English School’s methods and methodology it remains a 

bit unsatisfactory. Unfortunately the discussions within the book for the most part are 

restricted to its meta-theoretical foundation and questions of epistemology, leaving the more 

concrete issues of methodology untouched.
16

 

Choosing an appropriate method of which to test a proposition and hypothesis spawn out of 

English School research is thus a complex task. This study has chosen genealogy as its 

method for generating an inference on the sought research question, pertaining to if the R2P 

and how it is understood and accepted within the international society can be said to reflect 

the solidarist proposition of the benevolent state. The reasons for selecting the method of 

genealogy are manifold. Most importantly it is an interpretive method derived from 

hermeneutics and hence fits very well with the instrumental case study design’s demands of 

intense analysis and hence also the sought research questions on the understanding of the 

R2P-legal concept within the international society which demands, i.a., a close reading of the 

legal concept’s key legal source material. Moreover, it fits well with the English School 

tradition as the underlying philosophical thinking between the two share many commonalities, 

which makes the inter-marriage of the two quite smooth. In many respects the traditional 

English School research programme, certainly that of Bull, can be said to have been 

conducted with a genealogical method as both claim to be a holistic approach were 

contextualization and the deciphering of the underlying intentions of actors and performers of 

speech acts lay at centerfold when generating an understanding of concepts and ideas, such as 

for instance the state, international society or sovereignty (Alderson & Hurrell 2000:35ff.; 

Bull 2000: 251ff. Dunne 2010:140ff.; Skinner, lecture 2011). In this respect it would not be 

too far of a stretch to claim that Nietzsche, commonly referred to as the architect of 

genealogy, might be able to lay claim to a shared fatherhood over the English School tradition 

together with the often cited Grotius.  

                                                 
16

 See also Freidner-Parrats (2013) excellent commentary from 2013 on Navari’s (2013) book.      
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As mentioned, Nietzsche’s method of genealogy can be thought of as a form of holistic 

hermeneutics. The central idea of the interpretivist method of hermeneutics, more or less 

synonymous with the weberian notion of verstehen (understanding), is that the analysis of a 

text must seek to bring out its underlying meanings from the perspective of its author(s). This 

process will entail attention to the social and historical context within which the text was 

produced (Bryman 2012:560).
17

 The purpose of Nietzsche’s formation of the genealogical 

method was to generate a pluralistic analytical method for interpreting text which 

incorporated both the methodological rigor and close attentiveness to text of philology
18

 and 

the creative and attentive interpretive method of perspectivism grounded in the view-point 

that our access and understanding of the world is limited to our physiological, instinctual and 

socio-historical limitations (Schrift 1990:170f.). His reasoning was grounded in an assertion 

that language is not a mirroring of reality, but rather an anthropomorphic creation that 

demarcate inter-human interaction and human interaction with its physical surroundings 

(Schrift 1990:170). As Skinner (lecture 2011) puts it, concepts are by themselves not fixed but 

are given meaning by its actors and their usage of them, i.e., through speech-acts. Nietzsche 

was predominantly interested in morality so for him the genealogical method’s purpose was to 

decipher the values instilled in ideals in terms of their susceptibility to the will of power and 

to understand the significance of the affirmation of certain values within social praxis. To do 

so the ideals needed to be examined within their historical/textual context from where they 

emerged and their interpretive privilege needed to be question by suggesting other 

perspectives (Schrift 1990:171f.). As such genealogy has mainly acted as a method for critical 

theory, but as will be presented infra, does not necessarily need to be used in that way. Rather 

the core of the method is that it through being an interstice between perspectivism and 

philology, i.e., constituting interpretive pluralism, gives a standard for judging between 

competing interpretations and retains the ability of judging some interpretations as better than 

others (ibid.). 

In these interpretations genealogy is not primarily interested in the origins of convictions or 

ideals. It is thus, not a historical method and the issue of origin is not seen as the most 

essential to understanding these convictions (Schrift 1990:172). What genealogy seeks to 

understand are the reasons and justifications that have given the proponents of these 

                                                 
17

  A term often used more or less interchangeably with hermeneutics is exegesis, which relates to the 

interpretation of biblical texts. Another, Arabic, variation is tafsir which relates to the interpretation of the 

Qur’an (von Zweck 2008:116).  
18

 Philology, or the art of reading well, demands that we avoid the willful corruption and violation of the text 

through the imposition of overly enthusiastic and unjustifiable interpretations (Schrift 1990: 170). 
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convictions the possibility for asserting its hegemony. In other words what were the ulterior 

motives, or values of second rank, which compelled the adoption of a certain position? This 

deconstruction of ideals or concepts through this manner consequently generates what they 

genuinely mean. It thus in a way searches for origin, not in an objectivist or positivist fashion 

for truth, but rather for the origin of value by tracing the evolution of the re-inscription of 

these values through the course of their historical development (Schrift 1990:173). 

The aim of looking for what will (interest, value, aspiration or desire) that has been invested 

in a concept or ideal is a central tenet carried on through the development of the method of 

genealogy from Nietzsche’s exploration of morality to Michel Foucalt’s work on power and 

truth to contemporary scholars such as Reinhart Kosseleck, but primarily Quentin Skinner and 

his work on political concepts, foremost the concept of the state and the concept of freedom. 

Another interrelated tenet of the method is the assertion that all ideals or concepts that have 

history (which arguably all do) are impossible to define in themselves and only that which has 

no history can be defined (Nietzsche 1967/2000: 516). The underlying thinking to this 

assertion, forwarded most forcefully by Skinner (1969:53), is that concepts are not timeless. 

They are formed, reformed and re-interpreted within different contexts and historical times, a 

concept that thus has had its entire historical process of re-interpretation semiotically 

concentrated will therefore elude definition. In other words, in terms of concepts, there is no 

one neutral objective definition to a concept. The purpose of the genealogical method is thus 

to understand how predominant conceptions or understandings of a concept was formed into 

what it is today. It explores the historical struggles over the definition for the concept and its 

inherent values. In this process it explores how different actors have used the concept and to 

what interest. What has, for instance, been (de-)legitimized with its use? Why and how has 

the concept become important? Who stands to gain by this certain definition of the concept? 

Whose strength is increased and whose power is expanded? By revealing the historical 

interests and will invested in the present concept the concept’s universality is dissolved and its 

underlying values are deciphered (Skinner lecture, 2011). Through this process by unmasking 

the underlying normative and prescriptive values and intentions, an accurate understanding of 

the meaning of the concept can be reached (ibid.).  

In terms of the present study there are, within the English School theoretical framework, two 

principal normative and prescriptive values perceived as juxtaposed to one another, namely 

the concept of order or tolerance for pluralism, which represents sovereignty, and the concept 

of justice, which represents individual rights (human rights) (Baaz 2013:127). The role of the 
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method of genealogy will be to analyze the predominance of these two concepts in the 

formation of the R2P-legal concept, its entrance into the international society and in the 

present form that it is accepted and understood within the international society.  

The concrete outline of the analysis will be to initially look at the concept’s historio-

philosophical antecedents and its formulation into a legal principle or idea in its key legal 

preparatory work and then to analyze how and in what form the principle or concept has been 

understood and accepted within the international society by looking at its relevant 

declarations and the key actors implementation of the principle.   

In terms of results, for the R2P to be considered a manifestation of the solidarist prescriptive 

theoretical proposition and hypothesis on the possibility of a benevolent state, the results need 

to reflect a circumstance where justice holds precedence over order/tolerance in the accepted 

dominant understanding of the concept within the international society. In other words, the 

R2P-legal concept needs to reflect a mutual moral understanding on human rights by the 

society of states where the R2P can realize situations where sovereign prerogatives are 

subordinated for the sake of individual human rights. 

2.4. RESEARCH EVALUATING CRITERIA 

As promised in the research design section the study will before moving forward to the 

theoretical chapters give a brief note on research evaluating criteria. The three central criteria 

for evaluating social or political science research is of course reliability, replication and 

validity. Reliability evaluates if the results are repeatable and if the measures employed are 

reliable. Replication evaluates if the findings can be replicated and if the procedure is 

presented in a clear and coherent way to enable this replication. Validity evaluates the 

integrity of the findings and here you find measurement validity, internal validity relating to 

the confidence in exclaimed causality, external validity relating to the findings 

generalizeability beyond the researched context and finally ecological validity which is 

concerned with the method’s impact on the subjects of the study (Bryman 2012:47f.). 

The applicability of these traditional criteria are however, with the exception of ecological 

validity which is inapplicable to this study only, questionable when it comes to evaluating 

qualitative research such as this study. The criteria are more or less shaped for quantitative 

research and are concerned with issues of expressing casual relationships and measurements 

or quantification. The criteria are also intimately tied with objectivism and positivism. 

Qualitative research, vested in an understanding that there is no single account of reality and 
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that there are no absolute truths, would therefore do well with more befitting criteria for its 

constructivist ontological- and interpretivist epistemological outlook. There is no uniform 

answer to this question within qualitative research, however, for this study a middle-ground 

has been chosen through applying evaluating criteria modified for qualitative research. 

Bryman (2012) has put forth two primary judgment criteria that can be more fitting for the 

task, namely trustworthiness and authenticity. The authenticity criteria are not relevant to this 

study as it is mostly formulated for community based participatory research. Trustworthiness 

consists of four sub-criteria which correspond to their quantitative counterpart (Bryman 2012: 

49, 389ff.). 

 Credibility parallels internal validity, which asks how believable the findings are. For the 

findings to be credible the research needs to be conducted in good practice and findings 

should be submitted to those studied in the social world for respondent validation (Ibid.). Just 

as internal validity is not highly relevant due to lack of casual relationships in the research, 

neither is credibility highly relevant in a study that primarily analyses text.  

The second sub-criteria of trustworthiness is transferability, which parallels external validity. 

Transferability asks if the findings are applicable to other contexts and demands that thick 

descriptions are employed to enable judgments to be made on other milieus (Ibid.). As the 

study is an instrumental and typical/representative/exemplary case study, the findings on the 

R2P should be deemed to hold a good chance of being transferable to other contexts. The case 

subject itself is secondary to the hypothesis being tested and could theoretically be supplanted 

by other cases where the same dichotomy between order and justice is apparent, such as for 

example international migration law, or more specifically the right to asylum or the principle 

of non-refoulment.    

The third sub-criteria is dependability which parallels reliability. This criterion asks if the 

findings are likely to apply at other times and if the theoretical inferences can be justified 

based on the data (Ibid.). It needs to be pointed out here that although the genealogical 

method holds many advantages for conducting this form of research, an issue is that the 

method is not overtly strict on how to treat the qualitative data. This is however probably due 

to that genealogical method does not lay claim to generating the one true understanding of for 

instance a concept but rather the one that can be seen as being the predominate understanding. 

The application of thick descriptions within the analysis will however hopefully serve to 

relieve this issue.  
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The fourth criterion is confirmability and parallels objectivity. This criterion shows 

consideration for the interpretivist epistemological position of complete objectivity not being 

achievable. The criterion instead asks to what degree the researcher has let his or her values 

intrude in the research and if the study has been conducted in good faith (Ibid.). Although the 

study is not normative per se this is perhaps the most important issue in regards to the study’s 

focus in particular but also within International Relations (IR)-research in general, as one’s 

ontological vantage point has normative implications and implications on one’s approach
19

.  

The study of course revolves around a normative hypothesis and proposition that both 

proposes that human rights can be elevated above state sovereignty without removing state 

volition and also prescribes this reality for the international society. Although solidarists hold 

a preference to this solution I as a scholar have primarily been drawn to the hypothesis more 

out of curiosity for its unconventionality and that it seems to defy conventional 

understandings of how the international order works. I do admit that I, together with most 

sound moral-philosophical viewpoints, do hold a preference towards a strengthened human 

rights regime. This does however not put me into a position where I give preference to any 

certain prevailing applications or understandings of how and what the most suitable way of 

realizing better conditions for humans are. In other words, if for example a more 

cosmopolitan universal approach, holding the individual as the prime vantage point, or a more 

particularist communitarian approach, holding collectives such as states as the prime vantage 

point, is seen as preferable for pursuing better conditions for humankind. In terms of 

confirmability the study should therefore be viewed as being conducted in good faith.   

As a final note it should be pointed out that the study is heavily reliant on primary sources in 

the form of official documents such as declarations and legal preparatory work, the credibility 

of the material used to derive the findings should therefore not render any bigger problems. 

2.5. OUTLINE 

The thesis will commence with a brief overview of the English School’s theoretical 

framework to move on to how it has evolved, including its key debate(s) particularly that of 

the solidarist and pluralist prescriptive divide on what the international society ought to- and 

can be. The underlying rationale for the solidarist prescriptive proposition and hypothesis will 
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 As Smith notes, ...”something as seemingly ’academic’ and ’non-political’ as deciding which theory is of most 

help in explaining international relations might in fact be very political, because which theory you see as being 

the most useful will depend on what you want to explain, and this, in turn, will depend on your values and beliefs 

about what international relations is all about”  (Smith 2010: 5). 
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then be presented in conjunction with the English School’s understanding of the study’s key 

concepts sovereignty (order or tolerance of pluralism) and justice which is closely tied to the 

school’s understandings of international law. What follows then is a genealogical analysis of 

the R2P to determine if a shared moral understanding that places human rights over state 

rights has arisen within the confines of international society inspite of state volition, by 

determining if justice holds dominance over sovereignty and state rights in the dominant 

understanding of the concept. 

2.6. A NOTE ON TERMINOLOGY  

The ES-theoretical framework presents a lot of concepts and terminology in close lingual 

affinity. The aim is to throughout the study attempt to explain them as fully as possible. 

However, a brief mention and explanation of the abundant terminology used in relation to 

order and society is at hand before commencing with the study. The term International Order 

constitutes an umbrella for the English School’s three concepts on order, viz., International 

System, International Society and World Society. The terms Global Political Order and 

Global Political Society are used interchangeably as a definition of the ontological reality of 

World Politics that we all reside in. The purpose here is of course to reflect its global scope, 

but also to reflect that the Global Political Society, just as any Society implies an ordered 

hierarchy defined by both informal norms and rules. Whereas the norms in the Global 

Political Society constitute customary international law and the rules its codified counterpart. 

In terms of International Law a necessary clarification might also be at hand. By International 

Law is meant Public International Law which regulates states and International Organizations 

relations and conduct, as well as some of their relations with persons, whether natural or 

juridical. Private International Law on the other hand regulates transborder relationships 

between individuals and is usually denoted as lex mercatoria (law of merchants) (Malanczuk 

1997: 1; 72). 
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3. THE ENGLISH SCHOOL ON INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS’ 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

Before expanding on the rationale for - and the underlying meaning of - the solidarist 

prescriptive proposition and hypothesis on the benevolent state a thorough excavation of the 

English School on International Relations’ constitution is necessary. This is, foremost, 

because a background is essential for understanding how the solidarist position formed as a 

reaction to the conventional pluralist position, much due to changes in perceptions on global 

politics following the end of the Cold War. Secondly, however, it is also because the School 

itself is quite unknown outside the International Relations (IR) discipline and outside its 

geographical home of the British Commonwealth.  

Although its denomination has been traced back to Roy Jones (1981:1) critical article in the 

beginning of the 1980s, the English School (ES) of thought was developed much earlier. The 

School is generally thought of as having been developed during the post-World War II debate 

as a via media between idealism and realism and has throughout its course in International 

Relations (IR) history continued to remain somewhat of a neglected intermediary (Smith 

2010: 5). 

Just as its much younger peer, Constructivism, it is often viewed as somewhat of an 

intermediary between rationalist positivist theories of Neo-realism and Neo-liberalism and 

reflectivist post-positivist critical theories (i.a., Post-structuralism and Feminism) (Smith 

2010: 5; 21ff), due foremost to its inclusive nature. The School values pluralism in subjects to 

study within IR as well as methodologically (Bull 2000: 247). It offers a synthesis of theories 

and concepts laying forth an account that combines theory, history, morality and power, 

‘agency’ and structure (Dunne 2010:136).  

As mentioned earlier the dominant understanding on the foundation of the School’s 

theoretical framework is shared with its nephew Constructivism
20

, namely that the material 

only possesses meaning of which is ascribed to it by its social actors (Smith 2010: 27).
21

 The 

world is seen as socially structured. These structures shape actors’ identities and interests, not 

                                                 
20

 The English School and the much younger Constructivism share many affinities. To the extent that Bull by 

some Constructivists is regarded as somewhat of a forbearer to the theory of Constructivism (Alderson & Hurrell 

2000:35). 
21

 This is as mentioned contrasted by Buzan’s structural/analytical work which holds a certain amount of affinity 

to critical realisms assertion of meanings and ideas being generated out of material context. 
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just their behavior
22

. Material resources only matter insofar as to the shared meanings that 

social actors ascribe to them, thus constituting social facts. In relation to global politics this 

implies that material structures such as the state system cannot be understood outside the 

shared knowledge and understandings held by its actors. The social structures of which make 

up world politics are not constant natural features, rather they are produced and reproduced by 

its actors’ practices. Norms and social institutions play a central constitutive role in creating 

meanings which not only socializes actors’ behavior both in an enabling and constraining 

manner, but also give meaning to what entities are or represent. For instance, the norm of non-

intervention not only sets limits on state action and protects (territorial) sovereignty, it also 

shapes what it means to be a sovereign state because the language or terminology reflects and 

communicates a shared understanding on the unit’s judicial boundaries, where it begins and 

ends (Wendt 1995:71; Alderson & Hurrell 2000:35-36; Dunne 2010:140; Fierke 2010:179-

180). This central tenet, which is shared by the method of genealogy, serves as the basic 

rationale for the thesis purpose of analyzing the International Society’s dominate 

understanding of the R2P-legal concept. It is only through the key actors understanding of the 

concept from which meaning can be ascribed to the concept, and hence to deduce what its 

actual implications for the society of states and wider humanity are.  

The ES, however, is not Constructivism. Certain points of divergence between the two 

approaches exist. The School diverges from the Wendtian assumption of states as the key 

actor for analysis within the global political order
23

. The ES sees states and institutions more 

as an intermediary and view the statesmen and diplomats that instantiate them as the proper 

agents and the language and justification that they employ as the key element for analysis 

(Dunne 2010:140-141). Moreover, the ES places a larger emphasis on the role of ideas and 

historical understanding than Constructivism (Alderson & Hurrell 2000:37), which makes it a 

particularly favorable framework for conducting a genealogical analysis. In terms of 

corollaries towards genealogy, the relationship between language and action, or speech-acts, 

constitute a central part for tracking and understanding rules and norms that govern the 

                                                 
22

 This can be compared to the Neorealist naturalist ontology and rationalist account of units as appearing fully 

constituted readily positioned in a problem-solving mode solely interested in maximizing its goals from the get 

go and not born into any system of social relationships that help shape what it is and strives for (Fierke 

2010:180-181) 
23

 Although there exists no unitary view within Constructivism, Alexander Wendt, the approach’s most 

prominent figure, holds states as the key actor for analysis within the global political order. Wendt’s inference 

which preludes his position can in a simplified manner be explained in that states, as any social structure, cannot 

be reduced to the individuals that instantiate them, rather states hold identities in spite of its individuals’ values, 

identities or interests (Wendt 1999:215-224).  
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relationships within the international society. The normative vocabulary of rules and 

meanings are thought to represents the prevailing morality of the international society and 

either constrains actions as to the extent that they cannot be legitimated or sets limits for 

innovative actions (Dunne 2010:140-141)
24

. Indeed, as will be discussed further infra, 

International Law, both in its codified- and customary form is thought to represent the 

personality of the international society, which is why the study of International Law is central 

for gaining interpretive insights in International Relations 
25

.  

So what is the ES really about and how does it contribute to IR? Well, according to the ES the 

subject matter of IR is not primarily to study states or other entities’ interaction rather it 

should aspire to establish general propositions about the global political system as a whole 

and what it should be (Bull 2000: 247).  In terms of what the global political system should 

be, Hedley Bull (1985), the English School’s most influential scholar, places a fundamentally 

normative task as central to IR, namely how to construct an international society that is both 

just and orderly (Alderson & Hurrell 2000:46; Dunne 2010:140). As will be discussed infra 

these two concepts are perhaps the most central theme of the School, and serve as a center-

piece to the prescriptive and inter-theoretical divergence that exist within the School between 

Solidarists and Pluralists. IR is thus considered a fundamentally normative enterprise, where 

normative theory is impossible to exclude, and values are considered central to the subject of 

IR (Bull 2000: 251; Dunne 2010:139).  

In studying the global political society tracing the connections and patterns generated by 

interactions between all entities within the system, including states, regions, institutions, 

NGOs, transnational and sub-national groups, individuals and the magna communitas humani 

generis
26

 with the intent of creating concepts and theories on these relationships is at fore 

(Bull 2000: 249, 252; Dunne 2010:139). Although IR is viewed as theoretical and systematic, 

the approach is permeated by a belief on historical understanding’s importance for 

illuminating changes in world order (Bull 2000:253; Dunne 2010:139). Bull identified four 
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 The use of force in international conflicts can for instance be justified with invoking self-defense. There is 

however moral limits on to what extent and proportion it may be invoked and subsequently condoned. The most 

prominent highlighting example of where questions arose if the normative vocabulary was stretched too far 

might be the United States pre-emptive warfare in Iraq. 
25

 Through the approach of the ES international law and diplomacy serves as a necessary tool for understanding 

the norm governed relationship that members of the international society form amongst each other (Brown 

2001:54). Indeed the existence of law is indicative of the very existence of a society and due to its normative 

content it serves as a guide to not only understanding how norms operate within the society but also to what level 

a normative consensus (i.e. common values) exists within it (Alderson & Hurrell 2000:30-31).  
26

 Id est, the wider community of human kind. 
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reasons to illuminate this importance. First, it represents a tool for gathering a perception of 

actors that dominate global politics and their sense of singularity
27

. Secondly, IR should not 

exclusively be vested in theoretical approaches of timeless definitions and axioms, asserting 

casual connections or general laws. Rather it needs to be accompanied by historical 

understanding to account for global politics temporal sequences of events to convey a sense of 

time and change. The third reason pertains to history’s value as a pedagogical resource and 

source for empirical generalizations, positioning itself as IRs foundation. Finally, history 

serves as a necessary tool for evaluating theory through situating and creating an 

understanding of the theorist’s historical position (Bull 2000:253f). In this sense, a strong 

corollary to the method of genealogy exists as the value of history is essential for generating 

an understanding of International Relations and its inherent concepts. 

As mentioned supra ES research has been guided by an approach of generating general 

propositions rather than casual connections. In its rich history many important concepts have 

been produced to account for its informed understanding on global politics. There are, 

however, five concepts which without a doubt can be considered to be at the core of the 

research program. Although, no unison understanding exists pertaining to their exact 

properties I will attempt to explicate these concepts in the following two sections.  

 

3.1 THE CONCEPT OF INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY AND ITS TWO BENCHMARK 

CONCEPTS WORLD SOCIETY AND INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM 

This section will attempt to explicate the English School’s three central concepts on 

international order which together with the concept of order and justice constitute the five 

central concepts that make-up the core of the English School’s theoretical framework. As will 

be explained infra order in English School terminology has two interrelated meanings. Order 

can, as has been described elsewhere, refer to the supposed dichotomy between order and 

justice, which is central to the existing contention between pluralist and solidarist scholars. It 

can, however, also refer to the three international orders’ international system, international 

society and world society which exist in the theoretical framework. The double usage of the 

term relates to the complicated nature of the differing perceptions that exist within the 

school’s main strands of thought, pluralist and solidarist, on the constitution of the 
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international society. A deeper explanation will be offered further ahead in the theoretical 

chapter as it is a bit premature for this section.  

Nonetheless, the three international orders’ international system, international society and 

world society function both as objects of reality and as ideal concepts within the framework. 

The order of international society is considered to be the reality that the global political world 

is comprised of and is therefore the most extensively theorized concept of the three.  The 

modern political order of sovereign states is conventionally considered an ordered system 

inherited from Renaissance Europe consisting of a society of (primarily) independent states 

(Bull 1980:173; Alderson & Hurrell 2000:3).
28

 The idea of international society is thought to 

go back at least as far as Hugo Grotius (1645) and the classical legal tradition where 

international law is viewed as a community of those participating in the international legal 

order (Buzan 1993:328). In other words, the existence of international law, both customary 

and codified is considered evidence of the existence of an international society - id est; ubi 

societas ibi ius
29

 (Cicero d. 43 BC qtd. in Baaz 2013:134). International Law, just as any law, 

rests on prevailing norms and values regulating human and its entities interactions, and these 

norms and values are not shaped in a vacuum. Rather they are a reflection of (inter-) societal 

human interaction and as such is a reflection of society, where international law’s society 

constitutes the global political order or the international society
30

. The assumption of the ES is 

that international law is socially constructed (also reflected in Constructivism) (Baaz 

2013:142) and that International Law serves as the foundational institution of the global 

political society (Reus-Smit 1999 qtd. in Baaz 2013: 134) and that without it there can be no 

international or global society (Baaz 2013:130)
 31

. 

The structure of the International Society cannot be understood through a framework 

borrowing from ideas explaining the inner workings of domestic structures. Although the 

International Society lacks any overarching governing body inter-state relations is not in a 
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 According to the conventional ES narrative this European state-system took form in the ashes of the ailing 

political institutions of western Christendom and marked its beginnings with the Council of Constance in 1414-

1418, the beginning of the Valois-Habsburg struggle in Italy during 1494, the peace of Westphalia in 1648 and 

fully established through the emergence of a multiple balance of power after the Treaty of Utrecht in 1713 (Bull 

1980:172) which saw the birth of a European International Society. 
29

 If there is a society, law will be there. 
30

 An illuminating example of how international norms and legal developments are a reflection of the global 

political society is the above mentioned development of the global scale organized Human Rights advocacy and 

its increasing influence and the apparent strengthening (or, arguably, birth) of Human Rights legislation 

following the Second World War (WW2). 
31

 In the words of Scandinavian Legal Realism International Law and discourse (just as any law) can be seen as a 

system of knowledge that through an ongoing interactive process interacts with other systems of knowledge and 

influences actions and behavior and vice versa (Petrusson 1999 qtd. in Baaz 2013:141).  
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condition of anarchy and it cannot be understood as in a Hobbessian/ realist state of war. It is 

true that the constitution of the international society does give rise to recurrent conflicts and 

sometimes war, but it produces, regularity, predictability and long periods of peace, without 

the constrictions of a universal state (Alderson & Hurrell 2000:3). This by and large is due to 

the restraint that morality and international law exerts on the international society (Linklater 

2005:84). 

A society of states, is thought to come to being when a group of states sharing certain 

common interests and values form a society insomuch as they conceive themselves to be 

bound by a common set of rules governing their relationships whilst also sharing in the 

working of common institutions (Bull 1997:13). In other words, the basic rationale for the 

international society’s formulation is an alignment of common interests which shape norms 

that are seen as serving the common good for its actors. These norms are consequently 

institutionalized for the perseverance of the society. The foundational rationale, or basic 

ordering principle, of the modern global political order inherited from renaissance Europe is 

conventionally thought of as having been shaped by the common interest of independence, 

equality and tolerance amongst pluralities. In this view the principle of tolerance for cultural 

and political differentiation and pluralism between its social actors, i.e. states, has formed the 

international society and consequently its primary institutions. The primary institutions are, 

except international law, foremost the principle of sovereignty which in this understanding 

implies a promise of non-intervention into other national entities domestic spheres, i.e., 

indivisible sovereignty. In addition to this, other interrelated principles such as territoriality, 

diplomacy, rights and duties of great powers and the principle of balance of power are also 

thought of as primary institutions set up to promote the ordering principle of tolerance (Bull 

1980:172, 2000:252).
32

 Accompanying, and as a result of, these primary institutions are 

secondary institutions which for the most part constitute intergovernmental arrangements 

designed by states to serve specific functional purposes, such as the United Nations, the 

World Trade Organization and the Anti-personnel Mine Ban Convention (Buzan & Jiangli 

2014: 21).  

Both the significance of the basic principle of tolerance in shaping the international society 

and what it implies is, however, a matter of contention within the ES. This contention by and 
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 Buzan and Jiangli (2014: 21) also count nationalism, human equality and the market to this grouping. Primary 

institutions can be found in all historical civilizations in all forms of variation. In earlier Europe for instance 

dynasticism, human inequality and imperialism accounted for primary institutions (ibid.) 
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large is what shapes the pluralist and solidarist debate. Indeed the pluralists derive their 

denotation from their proposition that the basic ordering principle of the international society 

is one of tolerance of plurality and the necessity of the maintenance of the primary institutions 

such as non-intervention, indivisible sovereignty and the balance of power that uphold this 

plurality to prevent the break-down of international order. Indeed this understanding places 

the pluralists close to the realist understanding of power politics except for the fact that 

pluralist ES Scholars see these institutions as socially constructed, based on the shared 

meanings inherent by its actors rather than being inert (Alderson & Hurrell 2000:4f;23, Buzan 

2004:15).  

As will be discussed in the following chapter, solidarist scholars hold a discerning view on 

both what the basic ordering principle implies and what the primary institutions of the 

international society constitute. Both pluralists and solidarists value the maintenance of order 

within international society. It is seen as vital for the perseverance of the international society 

which is seen by both as a system worth preserving. The difference, however, lies in their 

understanding of order, i.e., what is necessary to maintain for the perseverance of the order of 

international society. Pluralists argue that the international society is built on institutions such 

as indivisible sovereignty and non-intervention set to reflect the basic ordering principle of 

toleration and the maintenance of pluralism in domestic cultural and political systems. 

Solidarist for their part do not neglect the importance of tolerance and pluralism in the 

historical formation of the international society and its importance for its maintenance, but on 

the other hand point to historical references that reflect an understanding of the modern 

international society not only being built on tolerance but also other so called solidarist 

elements or values and that their therefore would be more room for an increased influence of 

solidarism in the form of e.g. human rights in the international society without the 

destabilization of order. Of course as a result of this solidarist scholars hold a discerning view 

on what the international society’s primary institutions are. Baaz, a solidarist scholar, for 

instance holds international law, governance and the balance of power as the foundational 

institutions that govern the relationships within the global political society. Thus excluding 

indivisible sovereignty and non-intervention (Baaz 2013: 130; 134).  

The following chapter will in more depth attempt to explain the divergence between pluralist 

and solidarist scholars and what the solidarist position actually implies, as well as its 

justifications and reasoning for its prescriptive proposition and hypothesis on the benevolent 
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state. However, before probing deeper into this issue a brief explication of the two other ideal 

concepts on international order, are at hand. 

As explained supra, the modern international order is understood to be an international 

society governed by the element of common interest. However, international society is also an 

ideal concept of order. This means that the constitution of the international order also consists 

of elements from the world society and international system orders, albeit to a less definitive 

extent. The three concepts thus interplay in coexistence and act as both object of discussion 

and as aspects of international reality giving ES its distinct theoretical pluralism (Dunne 

2010:142, Buzan 2004:6; 10). Much of the English School’s chief theoretical approach has 

focused on defining their properties, as international system and world society serve as 

normative benchmarks for the prevailing international society.
33

 Contestation exists within the 

School on their exact properties, in part due to differing normative and historical conceptions 

of the School’s dominant figures Martin Wight (1972) and Hedley Bull (1985). Nonetheless, 

while the writings of Grotius commonly is attested as representative of the international 

society’s constitution, international system is commonly codified as owing its properties to 

the writings of Hobbes (or sometimes Machiavelli) while world society owes its properties to 

the writings of Kant. In International Relations the three correspond to the traditions of 

Rationalism, Realism and Revolutionism (as coined by Wight and sometimes equated with 

Cosmopolitanism) respectively (Buzan 2001:474; 2004:7, Adler 2005:173). 

International system is thus about power politics and focuses on the structure and process of 

international anarchy in the global political system (Buzan 2004:7). An International System 

is considered to exist when states interact regularly with each other and when their interaction 

affects the behavior of each state (Bull 1977:10). The order is thus based on an exclusive 

ontology of states with a focus on structure and is predominantly approached with a positivist 

epistemology, materialist and rationalist methodologies (Buzan 2004:7). The core element it 

thus exerts into the prevailing modern political order of international society is one of power 

or national interest (Alderson & Hurrell 2000:5). An example of this is the history of 

inclusion and exclusion within the international society where the extra-European world was 

excluded from the alignment of common interest and mutual understanding that promoted 

tolerance by not having their sovereignty recognized during the colonialist and imperialist era. 

During the nineteenth century membership to the society of states was defined by a standard 
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of civilization which specified requisites for internal governance corresponding with 

European values and beliefs. China for instance did not have its sovereign statehood 

recognized until 1942 by the then exclusively European/western International Society when 

the unequal treaties that defined their relationship finally were renounced. Similarly China 

resisted the presence of European diplomats on their soil. The interaction between European 

powers and China was thus driven by economic and strategic interest and they did not share in 

the workings of common institutions or share the same values. Their interaction was thus 

governed by the international system dynamic (Dunne 2010:143).  

More recent examples of interactions governed by the international system logic also relate to 

forms of domestic governance and their level of acceptance within the international society 

resulting in partial exclusion. Indeed more “civilized” western democratic systems with a 

heavy focus on first generation human rights
34

 could be considered more legitimate within the 

society garnering more favorable relations, manifested through e.g. increased trade with the 

most influential singular or plural actors within the society. Although not exhaustive, failed- 

or Pariah states (e.g. Somalia) or even theocratic states such as Iran does for instance not grant 

the same level of favorable relations such as the electoral democracy of Albania, to the extent 

that they might be considered to be outside the international society (Dunne 2010:149).  

The international system thus defines the lower borders of the international society by serving 

as a normative benchmark. However, it also captures the fundamental material forces of the 

global political system by accounting for the transference of information, trade, coercive 

capabilities and actors capabilities to affect the environment. The material power it projects 

onto the International Society manifests itself mainly through war and the balancing of power. 

Central to this is the logic of the constraint of power (Dunne 2010:148)
35

. The central 

rationale of the balancing of power is that it lies in the interest of all states within an anarchic 

system to prevent the emergence of a singular dominant hegemonic power, as this is seen as 

endangering the ordering principle of the heterogenic system of independent states itself.
36
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 First-generation Human Rights refers to the civil and political rights codified primarily in the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) from 1948 and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 

(ICCPR) from 1966. 
35

 A highlighting example here is the constraints forced upon the two superpowers during the Cold War by the 

mutual assured destruction (MAD) doctrine where the Soviet Union and the United States respective nuclear 

capabilities served as a restraint upon each party’s ambition 
36

 Perhaps the most obvious example where this plural system was threatened and repelled by an alliance of 

powers through this International System rationale was WWII and the repelling of Nazi Germany’s grand 

imperial ambitions.   
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This balancing behavior by states is thus an involuntary feature within the international 

system. However, within the international society rationale power is seen as a social attribute 

(i.e. power is whatever common meaning the entities within the society ascribe to it)  and the 

balance of power is transformed into an institution formulated through a deliberate policy of 

pursuing a strategy of self-preservation and security in the absence of a world government 

(Dunne 2010:149). The common interests of states, in this case security, is thus 

institutionalized and transformed into a given norm of the International Society. Material 

factors of the International System, primarily power, thus do not only exert influence onto the 

international society but also help shape its institutions, as the common interests of states, 

shaped by the international systems structure, slowly transforms to common norms enabling a 

solidification of regulative interactions through institutions. In other words interests are 

formed by material factors such as power, and when interests align into common interests, as 

in this case of mutual security concerns, this helps shape common norms and institutions
37

.  

As mentioned, the tradition of Kant corresponds to the concept of world society. The concept 

was denoted as revolutionism by Wight (1972) as it was seen as standing in conflict with the 

basic ordering principle of the international society, viz., toleration and pluralism. It is most 

commonly associated with universalist cosmopolitanism and liberalism, although, a world 

society order could technically imply, e.g., a global empire, communism, the British empire or 

the Muslim Ummah during the Ottoman period (Gonzales-Pelaez & Buzan 2003: 4f.).
38

 The 

concept captures individuals, non-state actors and the global population as a whole as the 

focus of global societal identities, structures and interactions, and focuses on a transcendence 

of the state-system. It primarily, but not exclusively, rests on an ontology of individuals (Bull 

1977: 279; Buzan 2004:7) which implies that state power and interest is subordinate to that of 

non-state agents. Together with the two other elements, power and common interest, the 

world society element of common values govern the interactions within the international 

society (Alderson & Hurrell 2000:5).  

 

The most important indicator of how the element of common values has come to exert its 

influence over the international society is arguably the modern international human rights law 

regime, established post 1945. As mentioned supra international law is thought of as a 
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 A note should be added here, primarily in relation to Wight (1972), that this is not a uniform view within the 

ES-theoretical framework, but merely the conventional one as set by primarily Bull (1985). 
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 It is important to note that World society not only implies transnational liberal values, as transnational 

identities also are based on other ideas, such as religion or racist ideologies (Dunne 2010:150).  
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reflection of international society. As will be discussed further infra, international law is 

predominately based on legal positivism. Its basic principle state volition implies that states 

are the only actors that can ratify international treaties, human rights treaties included. This of 

course corresponds well with the basic ordering principle of tolerance and pluralism in the 

international society as it safe-holds states from external coercion. However, while 

international society’s element of common interest amongst states has generated a basic 

ordering principle of tolerance which is reflected in international law, the influence of world 

society’s element of common values in the international society is also reflected in 

international law. Kantian natural law which places individual’s rights claims, and also the 

moral concern of all entities outside the international society framework, such as MNCs needs 

to penetrate state sovereignty or indigenous peoples’ rights to autonomy above the rights of 

states is indeed reflected in international law through the codification of human rights law
39

  

(Baaz 2013: 134, Buzan 2004:7, Dunne 2010:150). However, although human rights law is 

evident in international law it is of course subordinate to legal positivism as state volition is 

an absolute principle for the codification of new law. If global politics would predominantly 

constitute a world society order, however, legal positivism would be subordinate to natural 

law, whereas the individual would be the prime referent of rights in international law. 

Individuals would thus have rights independently of states and move from being an object of 

international law to a subject of international law holding rights and duties in its own right 

(Buzan 2004: 202f).  

 

The understanding of international law and the relation between natural- and positive law 

within is important to the solidarist understanding on the international society and their 

prescriptive proposition and hypothesis. As the more fundamental ES concepts on 

international order now have been covered the study will proceed in the following section by 

explicating the solidarist prescriptive proposition and hypothesis further.  

 

3.2 THE SOLIDARIST INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY AND THE PURSUIT OF JUSTICE 

This section aims to explicate the perceived justice and order dichotomy in conjunction with 

the elucidation of the solidarist proposition and prescriptive hypothesis on the benevolent 
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 Human Rights have since the United Nations Charter of 1945 and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 

of 1948 deepened significantly. This development is evident just by looking at the codification of two of the 

three generations of Human Rights, namely the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCP), and 

the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) of 1966, covering much of 

human social interaction and relations as well as including both positive- and negative rights. 
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state. As mentioned supra, the genealogical analysis for generating a conclusion on if the R2P 

principle, as it is predominantly understood in the international society, can be said to 

correspond to the solidarist proposition and prescriptive hypothesis serves as the central aim 

for the thesis. In the process this section will of course also elucidate the prevailing 

understanding of the two concepts justice and order, as they serve as a prerequisite for 

understanding the solidarist proposition and prescriptive hypothesis. 

 

The purpose of the solidarist prescriptive research regime can be summed up as the pursuit of 

justice – primarily the pursuit of individual human rights vis-à-vis the rights of sovereign 

states - without the destabilization of order in the international society (Baaz 2013: 128). In 

order to both understand the underlying meaning of this position, what it is thought to imply 

for the international society and its underlying rationale it is important to look at how this 

position grew out of the larger English School framework. The reader might at this stage 

wonder over the description proposition and hypothesis. The reason for this is to reflect that 

the English School, as mentioned in the methodological chapter, is both empirical through its 

attempts to generate an understanding of the constitution of the world and its actors 

relationships but also prescriptive through its discussion on what it sees as the most suitable 

way that the world ought or could be organized. At centerfold to this stand the two concepts 

of order and justice which serve as the measuring-stick for the workings of international 

society. The English School sees value in the way that the world has come to order itself into 

a society of sovereign states and, in similarity to the governing domestic system of 

democracy, see the international society order as the least harmful way in which humanity can 

be ordered, at least in the foreseeable future
40

. Where pluralist and solidarist part ways, 

however, is to what extent the pursuit of achieving greater justice is possible without 

destabilizing the foundation of the international society order. As mentioned supra, their 

differences are rooted in a disparate understanding of what exactly this foundation constitutes 

(Suganami 2010:24, Baaz 2013:127).    

 

In his concern for this problem Hedley Bull (1985) essentially created the supposed 

prescriptive dichotomy between pluralism and solidarism through his writings. Bull was 

concerned with what he perceived to be a limit for possible achievements in the contemporary 

world of states because of a lack of consensus on many issues. He saw this as a symptom of 
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an absence of common norms and solidarity due to societal and cultural differences. The 

world in his view was still in a pluralistic stage. States were perceived as being in 

disagreement on higher values - of what would later be labeled the justice concept – such as 

human rights and distributive justice,
41

 but still showed significant commitment to the 

pluralist principle of tolerance for diversity between cultural- and sociopolitical domestic 

systems (Suganami 2010: 125, Baaz 2013: 128). Indeed institutions played a part in 

moderating dangers associated with life in the international anarchical society (Dunne 

2010:142). However, the hard element of power and with it the balance of power and the 

stable understandings or common interests between the major powers governing their conduct 

was seen as pivotal for the existence of any shared values, international organizations and 

international law  (Alderson & Hurrell 2000:5, Bull 1977:67ff., Buzan 2004:52).  

 

Bull held a functionalist conception on society. In his view, all human societies form through 

shared understandings on security, observance of agreements (pacta sunt servanda) and rules 

about property rights (Bull 1977:53ff.). Rules cemented common interest and illuminated 

appropriate behavior. In correlation with conventional understandings on international law 

rules range from the customary to the positive, i.e., customary or codified law. At heart of 

this, Bull iterated, laid the constitutional normative or foundational ordering principles which 

outline the order, i.e. if it is a society of states, universal empire or a cosmopolitan 

community. The ordering principle was by Bull considered irrefutable as contestation of it 

implied a breakdown of order. The foundational ordering principle that Bull saw manifested 

in the international society was of course, as mentioned, tolerance of pluralism and its primary 

institutions, aside from international law, indivisible sovereignty and non-intervention (Bull 

1977:67-71; Buzan 2004:52). The goal of the international society was, according to Bull, to 

uphold these minimalist principals for assuring the orderly coexistence of sovereign states. 

Although not unequivocally opposed to the concept, to move beyond these goals and also call 

for principles of justice, such as the universal enjoyment of human rights, Bull conceded as 

too strenuous for the international society, at least in the foreseeable future (Suganami 

2010:26). For Bull, thus, the pursuit of justice was considered secondary, and even perhaps 

destabilizing to the international order (Baaz 2013:12). 
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Out of this line of thinking Bull drew a line between two prescriptive propositions on the 

international society, the pluralist and the solidarist. The pluralist position of course 

constituted his own understanding of the need of tolerance for preserving order vis-à-vis the 

pursuit of justice, while the solidarist position maintained the possibility of an increased role 

for justice in the international society (Suganami 2010:25). Thus tolerance of pluralism was in 

Bull’s dichotomy equated with order, while justice more or less constituted its antithesis.  

 

It can be useful here to clarify that Bull’s pluralist position is not to be equated with the 

Hobbesian realist view of an anarchical international system with the absence of order. Indeed 

Bull did not depart from the Grotian (Hugo Grotius (1645)) perception of the prevalence of an 

international society. Bull did, however, place his pluralist position with the legal 

philosophers Emerich de Vattell (1767) and Lassa Oppenheim (1919) by concluding that the 

goal of the international society is “the maintenance of order and the preservation of liberty” 

(Vattell (1767), qtd. in Alderson & Hurrell 2000:9), i.e., in esse indivisible sovereignty and 

non-intervention (Bull 1966:112ff.).  

 

In contrast to this position he placed the perceived solidarism of Grotius, which formed the 

idea that the interest of the whole, i.e., the magna communitas humani generis, is more 

important than the independence of states. The solidarist position implied, as mentioned 

supra, that the pursuit of justice, i.a., that primarily individual human rights holds precedence 

over state rights, should constitute the primary goal of the society of states. Although pursuant 

of the same goal, i.e., individual human rights, solidarism distinguishes itself from the 

Kantian cosmopolitan or revolutionist view that the state-system should be transcended for 

the benefit of transnational solidarity (such as in the world society order) as it sees the 

possibility of, as well as prescribes for, individual human rights holding precedence over state 

rights within the international society order (Bull 1966:97, 119ff.). The pluralists negate this 

as an impossibility as they see this as destabilizing to order. Moreover, they conclude that the 

normative constitution of the society of states negate the possibility of states exuding such 

solidarity, as states are seen as only being capable of agreeing on a minimum set of principles 

set to preserve order and stability. Grotian solidarism on the other hand recognize the 

potential of far reaching solidarity amongst the society of states through the evolution of 

mutual shared understandings and thus conclude that the enforcement of individual human 

rights law and its precedence over state rights is possible within the international society (Bull 

1966:97, 119ff.). In other words the solidarist position believes in the prospect of a selfless 
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benevolent state
42

, which relegates its own rights and sovereign prerogatives for the sake of 

individual human rights. The essence of the debate thus centers around the possibility of the 

establishment of extensive rules on coexistence within the international society and if 

sovereignty is or can be divisible for the sake of universal human rights law (i.e., human 

rights law setting limits to state sovereignty) without the destabilization of order (Buzan 

2004:8; Dunne 2010:145).  

 

In reference to normative theory the divide can in part be supplanted by the debate between 

cosmopolitanism and communitarianism.
43

 The rational, contractual and procedural pluralist 

position is certainly an affirmation of the consequentalist particularist position of 

communitarianism which ascertains that the particularity of one’s life hinders the production 

of an impartial view point and that membership and participation in practices of communities 

shapes one’s identity and are morally defining. Solidarism, as mentioned, shares the 

deontologist Kantian position of cosmopolitanism which champions a global sphere of equal 

moral standing, grounded in the natural law affirmation that rights are inherent to man. 

However, even though solidarism acknowledges the non-state spheres role in the production 

of norms, it differs to cosmopolitanism on one important account. Namely, that it still sees 

value in the particularist pluralist structure through its preference on the furthering of Human 

Rights within the framework of the International Society’s ontology of states, while 

cosmopolitanism on the other hand advocates global governance and no borders which fully 

represents the Kantian ontology of world society, supplanting states (Anderson & Hurrell 

2000:9; Buzan 2004:21; Erskine 2010:142f; Dunne 2010:146).  

 

More importantly however, the divide should be seen as a debate on international law and the 

extent of which natural law, in the form of human rights law, should be a part of international 

law which of course is based on empiricist legal positivism. The pluralist contractual and 

particularist position ascertains that states just as individuals hold different interests and 

values. They therefore value that states’ have come together in shaping a society through 

agreeing on basic ground-rules for governing their relations based on their common interest of 

independence and security. Due to their communitarian understanding and the necessity of 

independence and indivisible sovereignty in the international society state volition, or the 
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 I have decided to label the solidarist prescriptive proposition and hypothesis as the possibility of the 

benevolent state to reflect the solidarism necessitated by the state for the fulfillment of the solidarist proposition.   
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sovereign will of the state - the foundational principle of legal positivism, is essential for the 

maintenance of order and the safe-guard of pluralism. The increased influence of natural 

law’s universal principles would in their view only undermine the tolerance of pluralism and 

consequently risk destabilizing the international order which is why they adhere to legal 

positivism contention that morality is and should continue to be separated from man-made 

law (Bull 1979:153, Keene 2002:x, Buzan 2004:36f., Baaz 2013:134)
44

.  

 

Solidarism strikes a sort of balance between contractual empiricist legal positivism and 

natural law. It subscribes to the idea of cosmopolitanism and natural law that law and morality 

are closely intertwined and that all of humanity share basic common values and inherent 

natural rights. They consequently believe that increased solidarity in the form of the 

enforcement of inherent human rights would not be destabilizing to the international order. 

On the other hand the solidarist position also values the order of international society and 

prescribes that natural law be enforced within its structures. It thus does not seek to override 

the principle of state volition, and does not seek a world society order of global governance 

such as cosmopolitan democracy
45

 (Bull 1966: 111f, Buzan 2004: 29, Baaz 2013:134, 45ff, 

Dunne 2010:146). As the reader might have gathered this position is based on an ontology of 

both states and individuals (Keene 2002:31). 

 

In the view of the pluralists state volition is thus a safe guard of tolerance of pluralism and 

principles of indivisible sovereignty and non-intervention. While, solidarists on the other hand 

do not view state volition, i.e., the principle that implies that states are the only ones that can 

establish/ratify new international law, as an impediment to a development where individual 

human rights law hold precedence over state rights and sovereignty. Indeed solidarists point 

to a development of shared common understandings within the society of states. States 

become more internally alike and generate common values where state interest eventually 

aligns itself with the individual interest generating a solidaric or benevolent society of states 

which places the individual’s rights over the state. 
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 The positivist position on international law can essentially be summarized in that international law is 

essentially dependent upon the will or volition of states. The scope of international law is therefore restricted to 

what states are willing to agree upon (Keene 2002:12; 35). 
45

 See for e.g. Held 1995 for more on the concept of cosmopolitan democracy. 
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Following Bull’s construction of the perceived pluralist – solidarist dichotomty ES scholar’s 

such as Robert Jackson
46

 followed the pluralist line. Although Bull in his later writings 

softened up towards solidarism (Bull 1980:174ff, Alderson & Hurrell 2000:15), it was not 

until Vincent, Bull’s disciple, when a scholar would confess to the grotian solidarist position 

(Vincent 1986). Vincent, whom prescribed a higher degree of shared values than merely the 

preservation of differences, sought to locate a way around the pluralist communitarian 

assertion of human rights as subversive to international order. He thus affirmed the solidarist 

position that there was room for more shared understandings on norms governing the 

society’s relations without the destabilization of order. In light of international law’s positivist 

structure and the centrality of the principle of state volition, Vincent realized that states were 

the only entity with sufficient normative capacity to implement moral claims. He therefore, in 

line with grotian solidarism, affirmed and prescribed a development of states becoming more 

alike internally and therefore more likely to find common ground on natural law and 

individual rights, such as for instance agreeing on when the right of humanitarian intervention 

overrides the principle of non-intervention (Vincent 1986:113ff., Gonzales-Pelaez & Buzan 

2003: 2f.). Within this framework he both pushed for a reinterpretation of the constitution of 

International Society towards a more solidarist account and a reframing of the human rights 

agenda through the idea of developing a normative consensus around basic rights, which 

specifically pertained to two dimensions namely the right to security and the right to 

subsistence, i.e., freedom from starvation (ibid.). 

Following the end of the cold war the pluralist position seemed more untenable. Influenced 

perhaps by theories such as sociological theory on individualization
47

, ES scholars 

increasingly saw a development where norms favoring individual human rights were 

becoming more universally shared. A development accelerated by globalization
48

 and evident 

in the apparent increased influence by human rights based (International) Nongovernmental 

Organizations (INGOs)
49

 and at many times a clear cut advocacy within media for human 
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 See for instance The Global Covenant: Human Conduct in a World of States (Jackson 2000) for an account on 

his pluralist position. 
47

 The theory in essence states that a process of increased individualization of the global consciousness that 

disenchants individuals from traditional understandings and guiding norms create new cosmopolitan identities 

and norms disentangled from the nation-state or other tradition-based collectives (Beck 1992:128;131; Beck 

2000:83; Brommesson & Fernros 2009:317). 
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 Globalization with its increased interdependence in, i.a., economy, new networks of actors, advancement of 

technology and communications is thought to have led to an increase of commonality and shared identities, 

demanded increased cooperation and a stronger position for cosmopolitan ideals and human rights, i.e., the 

individual’s right vis-à-vis state (Alderson & Hurrell 2000:11f; Dunne 2010:147ff). 
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 INGOs have always played an important, but primarily consultative, role within International Human Rights 

instruments (see for e.g. article 71 of the UNC on NGOs consultative role within the UN Economic and Social 
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rights, as well as human rights and democracy promotion’s increased centrality within the 

more influential states’ foreign policy formation (Baaz 2013: 128, Lacroix & Nicolaidis 

2002:125, Silander 2005:28). This led to an array of new ES Scholar’s prescribing greater 

justice, especially concerning the enforcement of human rights. Scholars such as Dunne (i.a. 

1999, 2001, 2010), Wheeler (i.a. 2000, 2001a, 2001b), Knudsen (i.a. 1996, 1997, 1999) and 

Baaz (2009, 2013), influenced also by the New Haven School on International Law, carried 

on specifically with Vincent’s work on the right to security and on the question of 

humanitarian intervention, scilicet military interventions on humanitarian grounds (Baaz 

2013:128; 134). In the process they evolved on the, by Bull perceived, dichotomy of order 

and justice and started to argue that they were in fact not each other’s antithesis but rather 

formed a continuum. Arguments within the solidarist camp were even made for the two 

concepts even constituting two sides of the same coin and that the absence of justice in itself 

would be destabilizing to order (cf. Wheeler 2000
50

, Lacroix & Nicolaidis 2002:125).  

The protection of human dignity was thus incorporated as a core value of the international 

society and the core goal for formulating new international law (Baaz 2013:134). This process 

led solidarists to reevaluate the ES historiography of the evolvement of the modern 

international order. Indeed it was noted that the pluralist assertion of the bordering principle 

of tolerance and the lack of mutual understanding within the society of states on wider norms 

than these principles could be put into question by the fact that principles aimed for protecting 

individual rights had historically been agreed upon. The emergence of modern human rights 

law in international law through the United Nations Charter (UNC) of 1945 and the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) of 1948, as well as the much older jus in bello 

regulating the conduct in armed conflicts, with the first of the four Geneva conventions 

adopted already in 1864, all suggested that mutual shared understandings on individual rights 

principles influenced by natural law was prevalent in the society of states. 

In this respect Keene (2002) explicated a thorough critique of the plurarist historiography and 

put into question the assumption of the international society as having been solely formed on 

                                                                                                                                                         
council). Their influence has, however, increased immensely both within and outside the UN framework. INGOs 

are now engaged in all UN conferences taking a proactive role on a wide range of issues from arms control to the 

environment and are often mentioned in terms of being in social partnership with governments (Willets 

2000:191). They take an increasingly proactive role in both promoting new international norms as well as in the 

codification of new treaties, an occurrence especially prevalent within the Human Security Framework, where 

both the anti-personnel mine ban convention of 1997 and the establishment of the R2P have been enabled 

through partnerships between states and INGOs (Axworthy 2008: 233). 
50

 In Wheeler’s excellent book on humanitarian interventions (2000) this argument constitutes the main purpose 

of the study. 
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a basis of tolerance for pluralism. In his critique Keene laid forth a proposition that parallel to 

the development of a European International Society, primarily ordered on the basis of 

tolerance, an extra-European order had evolved, formed on other ordering principles of which 

he called the order of Civilization. In terms of the European order Keene recognized that the 

society of states had evolved on the basis of empiricist legal positivism with state volition as 

its key tenet, and he recognized that through this body of international law a constituting 

normative principle of tolerance had evolved. In contrast to the pluralist understanding, Keene 

however recognized that the body of international law exuded that the tolerance of pluralism 

had limitations in respect to the political systems that was allowed within the society, scilicet, 

sovereignty was limited by the principle of national self-determination thus in this respect 

making sovereignty divisible (Keene 2002:19ff).  

 

In the extra-European world, Keene iterated that the colonialist and imperialist principles of 

suzerainty and paramountcy (or in the American case manifest destiny) had created an order 

where sovereignty was divisible.  In the colonial and imperial systems European states 

deferred certain sovereign prerogatives to local rulers constrained by imperial/colonial and 

moral concerns. At first indigenous rulers sovereignty was foremost constrained due to 

financial interest, however, following the increased influence of natural law European powers 

evolved a sense of duty of civilizing the extra-European world. It did so by making 

indigenous rulers’ sovereignty contingent on upholding what they viewed to be good 

governance and universal individual rights to person and property (Keene 2002:xiff; 52ff, 

Lacroix & Nicolaidis 2002:138). Depending on the setting, the rights deferred to the 

individual level included, i.a., the protection of habeas corpus, full ownership of property, 

and the abolition of slavery, suti and infanticide (Keene 2002:63ff; 76ff.). 

 

With the culmination of WWII Keene contended that the bilateral orders of tolerance and 

civilization started to deconstruct in the course of the decolonization process. Indeed extra-

European states ascension as sovereigns did imply that the order of civilization was consumed 

by the legal positivist European order. However, Keene asserted that elements of natural law 

from that order did persevere into the modern international society. Provisions of good 

governance and individual rights were made into goals of the new international order through 

the establishment of the UN and instruments promoting human rights and socioeconomic 

progress, which all states were encouraged to give up sovereign prerogatives for (Keene 2002: 

8f.; 100; 120). In this respect Baaz (2013:143) even goes as far as to conclude that the UN 
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Charter essentially constitutes the constitution of international society. Where the goals 

iterated for the international society “are to maintain international peace and security 

(order/tolerance) as well as to promote self-determination, human rights and better standards 

of life (justice) (Article 1) collectively, peacefully, and in accordance with international law. 

The members of UN shall act in accordance with the principles of sovereignty (2.1), non-use 

of force (2.4), and non-intervention (2.7)” (the UN Charter 1945). If taken as an account of 

the constitution of the international society it is apparent that natural law elements of justice 

persevered into the pluralist positivist legal structure, and it can be deduced that maintenance 

of tolerance for pluralism, order in the pluralist mind-frame, does not constitute the only goal 

of the society of states as it is coupled with principles of justice. Evidence of natural law’s 

perseverance is of course also evident in the 1
st
 sentence of the preamble to the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights from 1948; “Whereas recognition of the inherent dignity and of 

the equal and inalienable rights of all members of the human family is the foundation of 

freedom, justice and peace in the world…”, referencing the basic tenet of Natural Law and 

cosmopolitanism of inherent rights to human kind.  

 

Indeed solidarist scholars have made a compelling argument for the conclusion that the 

normative constitution comprises both order, or rather tolerance of pluralism, as well as 

justice, and that they do not constitute each other’s antithesis but rather a continuum on a 

scale, and that sovereignty is not indivisible. The argument that there is room for increased 

justice in the international society in the form of natural law influenced individual human 

rights within the positivist international law framework could also be said to hold under 

scrutiny. Indeed human rights have since the UNs Charter of 1945 and the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights of 1948 deepened significantly. A development evident just by 

looking at the codification of two of the three generations of human rights, namely the 

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCP), and the International Covenant 

on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) of 1966, covering much of human social 

interaction and relations as well as including both positive- and negative rights.  

 

What the solidarists propose and prescribe however is that the interest of the whole should be 

more important than the independence of states. In their view the principles of justice should 

hold precedence over tolerance for pluralism; scilicet, individual human rights should hold 

precedence over state rights. Furthermore, they see this as achievable within a pluralist 

positivist international law framework where state volition constitutes its foundation. They 
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conclude, as mentioned, that a process where states become increasingly alike internally can 

generate a situation of mutual shared understandings that will result in states voluntarily 

giving up their sovereign prerogatives and rights for the sake of individual human rights.    

 

Although solidarism seems to have increased in light of increased codified and customary 

international humanitarian (jus in bello) and human rights law. The mere codification of 

human rights law is not the same as individual rights holding precedence over state rights. 

Indeed ratified human rights treaties, just as any international law, concern duties and rights 

of an interstate nature. The duties acceded by one state through its ratification correspond to 

the other ratifying state’s right to have the first state comply with its commitments within the 

agreed treaty, and vice versa (Henkin 1990:35). Indeed state volition and the positivist 

international legal framework imply that only the ratifying entity, namely states, are subjects 

of international law, while individuals merely constitute objects of said law (Bull 1966:112). 

In other words individuals do not have any conferred rights independent of states within 

international law, while the duties inherent in these codified individual rights are of an 

interstate nature (Buzan 2004:202f.). Thus, if individual rights are to achieve precedence vis-

à-vis state rights and sovereignty within the framework of international society, and in spite of 

state volition, codified individual human rights would necessarily need to be coupled with a 

corresponding duty of states towards the individual without the individual becoming a subject 

of international law.   

 

In terms of international jurisprudence theory this circumstance, and the realization of the 

benevolent state would indeed constitute somewhat of a revolutionary circumstance. As 

Lacroix and Nicolaidis (2002:125) notes realist views are alive and well among world elites, 

where the understanding of national interest and the maintenance of a stable inter-state system 

not necessarily always would compute with a duty of upholding individual rights.   

 

To illustrate this point and circumstance further it can be interesting to look at how the society 

of states understands and treats one of these human rights principles, namely the right to 

asylum and the principle of non-refoulement. The basis of the norm is the individual’s right to 

protection when faced with well-founded fear of persecution. In terms of the solidarist 

requisites of individual rights holding precedence over state rights, for the state to be 

benevolent the right to asylum would need to imply an unconditional duty of the society of 

states to afford protection to the persecuted individual regardless of national interest or 
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sovereign prerogative. In reality however, the shared interpretation of the society of states 

cannot be said to correspond to such an understanding. In fact the legal instruments in the 

treaties implementing the norm into codified international law, which primarily constitute the 

1951 convention relating to the Status of Refugees and its amending 1967 protocol, but also 

other regional treaties and agreements such as EU council directives
51

, do not reflect an 

understanding of an absolute duty of the society of states. On the contrary, they implicitly let 

states on their own terms decide to what extent they want to extend this “privilege”
52

.  

 

To mention just one example, the definition of a refugee as defined in article 1 of the 

aforementioned 1967 protocol is  a person that “…owing to well-founded fear of being 

persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group 

or political opinion, is outside the country of his nationality…” The problem in relation to the 

requirement of individual rights corresponding to an unconditional duty relating to this 

definition is two-fold. First of all it is vague and non-definitive and secondly it creates a 

threshold as to the physical situation of the persecuted individual. The vagueness of the 

definition leaves it open for interpretation of the states’ that are set to implement this duty. In 

practice this has meant that the term “outside the country of his nationality” has been 

interpreted as states only having a duty to grant international protection to an individual that is 

already within its territorial jurisdiction (as in the case of the EU). The individual state and the 

international community as a whole thus are not considered to have a duty to avail 

international protection for the internally displaced or persons displaced in states that do not 

adhere to the convention, which is why approximately only one percent of the refugees of 

concern to UNHCR are resettled each year (UNHCR 2014).  

 

Furthermore, the interpretation of a duty only existing when a refugee is within its territorial 

boundaries also, as in the case of the EU, makes it technically impossible for the person in 

need of international protection to access this right as states and regional bodies many times 

erect boundaries which make it impossible for refugees to enter its territory. In the case of the 

EU there are many examples of erecting boundaries through burden-sharing or 
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 Se for instance Council Directive 2004/83/EC and the amending Directive 2013/32/EU 
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 Within the Swedish asylum assessment procedure in first instance, which is completed at the Swedish 

Migration Board, the right to asylum is commonly denoted as a privilege, i.e. the applicant is considered to be 

applying for a privilege when trying to access her right to international protection. A source cannot be quoted as 

to this circumstance, more than the author’s firsthand experience of asylum assessment work at the Board. A 

probable cause for this could possibly be that the Migration Board is part of state administration, and not the 

judiciary per se, where applications pertaining to the administrative body are commonly referred to as privileges.    
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policing/fortifying its borders against asylum applicants, such as the Dublin II Regulation or 

FRONTEX
53

. The primary example should however be considered to be Regulation (EC) No 

810/2009 establishing the common visa code for the EU where article 21 and 32 stipulate that 

visa applications where it cannot be ascertained that the applicant does not intend to resettle 

within the territory or leave the territory within the stipulated time-limit for the visa should be 

rejected, de-facto making it impossible for asylum applicants to enter into the territory legally, 

if not stating false grounds. In this clarifying example it thus becomes clear that the legal 

instruments awarded the particular human rights norm (in this case the right to asylum) does 

not grant the individual primary right vis-à-vis the state due to that the definition of whom is 

regarded a refugee enables state sovereignty and states’ right to territorial integrity to trump 

the individual’s right to access international protection, and that when left open for 

interpretation the society of states will adopt an understanding that makes adherence of 

individual rights more of an option than a duty. 

In light of this example the possibility of the solidarist prescriptive proposition and hypothesis 

of the possibility of a benevolent state seems far-fetched. However, as will be analyzed in the 

coming section the human security principle of the Responsibility to Protect (R2P), 

concerning foremost the issue of humanitarian intervention, seems to have the potential of 

realizing the prescriptive proposition and hypothesis of the benevolent state as it seemingly 

explicitly stems from an understanding of sovereignty as responsibility. The principle has 

been describes as a constructive balance between state sovereignty (order) and individual 

human rights (justice) (Baaz 2013:127). Certain scholars have even flirted with the idea that 

the legal principle in fact affirms individual rights precedence over state rights and 

sovereignty (cf. Brommesson & Fernros 2009). The coming section of thesis will therefore 

dedicate itself, to through a genealogical excavation, analyze if the society of states 

understanding of the principle of the R2P in fact can be said to correspond to an absolute duty 

for states to intervene for the sake of the individual’s security.  
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 See Council Regulation (EC) No 2007/2004 on the establishment of FRONTEX 
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4. THE CASE OF THE R2P  

The Responsibility to Protect doctrine (R2P) first entered into the consciousness of foreign 

policy and global political relations through the International Commission on Intervention 

(ICISS) and State Sovereignty report of 2001 carrying its name, and has since been of 

considerable concern to the society of states, reflected, i.a., through its inclusion in the 2005 

UN world summit outcome document. The principle has of course also been of considerable 

scholarly concern (cf., i.a,  Baaz 2013, Wheeler 2000, Brommesson & Fernros 2009, Vincent 

1986).  

The legal principle is born out of the idea of making sovereignty contingent on legitimacy, 

viz. sovereignty corresponding to responsibility. The legal principle, as it is presented in its 

key legal source documents, primarily deals with the possibility of formulating a duty for 

states and the international society to protect individuals against atrocities and grave 

violations of human rights by, if necessary, military means (ICISS 2001, UNWS 2005). The 

principle can thus be interpreted as relativizing the principle of non-intervention by 

suggesting that sovereignty be subordinate to the individual’s right to security. 

Thus at a first glance, the principle seems to hold reasonable prospects of confirming the 

solidarist hypothesis of a benevolent state by prospectively constituting the condition required 

for corresponding to their prescriptive proposition of individual rights, viz., justice, holding 

precedence over state rights and sovereignty, viz. order/tolerance of pluralism, within the 

international society order. The objective of this section will thus be to analyze if the society 

of states have through the R2P interpreted that they have a duty to uphold the individual’s 

right to protection irrespective of sovereignty prerogatives or state rights. To give an informed 

inference on this certain questions need to be answered. It is necessary to decipher what the 

underlying meaning of the legal doctrine is and what it entails. It is also important to analyze 

to what extent and in what form the legal doctrine has been accepted by the society of states, 

as well as how the doctrine has been utilized.  

In an attempt to analyze these avenues the study employs the method of genealogy. As 

explained in the chapter on methodology the method is particularly suitable for ES theoretical 

research. Moreover, however, this qualitative interpretive method is also particularly suitable 

for analyzing the R2P legal doctrine. This is in no small part due to that both the idea of 

sovereignty as responsibility, and the issue of humanitarian intervention, has a particularly 

rich and long history which is essential for understanding the underlying meaning and 
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implications of the principle. In this regard genealogy recognizes the importance of analyzing 

the historical struggles over the definition of a concept and its inherent meanings as this is the 

only way of which an informed understanding of what the predominant conception of the 

concept is and implies for its actors today (Skinner lecture, 2011).    

The analysis will thus commence by looking at the antecedents of the legal doctrine and how 

it has related to the concepts of justice (individual rights) and tolerance for pluralism/order 

(sovereignty and state rights). The analysis will then in the same manner analyze the legal 

formation of the current doctrine on the R2P and consequently in what shape and form it has 

been accepted by the society of states. An inference will then be drawn on if the duty to 

protect can be said to correspond to the solidarist prescriptive proposition and hypothesis on 

the benevolent state affording the individual rights above the state in respect to human 

security. 

4.1 ANTECEDENTS  

The duty to protect or sovereignty as responsibility is seen by many as a radical departure to 

traditional conceptions of sovereignty, whereas sovereignty is thought to entail non-

intervention. Many also assume that sovereignty only entailed rights and not responsibilities, 

which may explain why some consider the R2P as standing at the pinnacle of a perceived 

conflict between the rights of states (order/tolerance/sovereignty) and the rights of the 

individual (justice) (Buzan 2004:182, Wheeler 2000:11, Glanville 2011:233, Brommeson & 

Fernros 2009). This perception is based on an understanding of sovereignty as a static 

principle entailing the same rights since its establishment (commonly thought of as occurring 

with the treaty of Westphalia in 1648), and is most commonly associated with a realist 

understanding of international relations (Glanville 2011:233). This is a perception that 

constructivist and solidarist scholars alike contest, and which also stands in contention with 

the foundational rationale for the genealogical method. In their view concepts or institutions 

such as sovereignty are social constructions given meaning by its social actors and reflective 

of a prevailing active practical consensus, which is constantly changing through time and 

space (Glanville 2011:236). Sovereignty has thus of course implied different things 

throughout the history of the concept as the rights and duties it entails have continuously been 

negotiated by its actors.   

As the reader might note, the history of sovereignty has in part already been covered in the 

portrayal of the solidarist argument that the concept of order not necessarily needs to be 
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considered the antithesis of justice, and that in fact sovereignty always has been divisible. In 

other words that it has been limited by principles of legitimacy, viz. responsibility, either, 

within the historical European order, by national self-determination or, within the extra-

European colonial and imperialist order, by natural law influenced principles of civility. It is, 

however, necessary to attend to this issue also in relation to the evolvement of the legal 

doctrine of the R2P as it will shed light on how it could be formed as well as give a deeper 

understanding of what it constitutes today. 

Although sovereignty’s formal entrance into the world and its establishment of the state 

system is commonly thought of as have occurred with the treaty of Westphalia in 1648, the 

philosophical idea of the concept can be traced further back in time. In seeking to end civil 

war and religious conflict Jean Bodin, in 1576 formulated in Six Books of the Commonwealth 

a principle of sovereignty intended to justify centralized political rule. The sovereign, in these 

cases monarchial rulers, constituted an autonomous entity supreme over all others within the 

given territory and independent of all authority outside it. The sovereigns were considered to 

be limited only by divine and natural law as well as certain constitutional rules pertaining to 

succession. Limits set by natural law implied honoring contracts and the respect to private 

property (Skinner 1978:295ff.). Furthermore the obedience of the rulers’ subjects also 

correlated to the sovereign rulers’ obligation of protection.  

In Leviathan of 1651, Thomas Hobbes revisited Bodins principle of sovereignty. In his efforts 

he secularized and revised the principle by doing away with all responsibilities of sovereigns 

except for that of protecting its subjects of which he saw as an obligation under natural law. In 

its earliest formulations sovereignty was thus interpreted as constituting not only rights but 

also responsibilities, albeit to a very limited degree. Moreover, legal theorists, such as Bodin 

and Grotius, did also permit other sovereigns to intervene by force into other sovereigns 

territories to halt unjust oppression of its subjects, although the subjects themselves were not 

entitled in their legal opinion to raise arms against their rulers to redress these grievances 

(Glanville 2011:238). The principle of non-intervention was thus not yet associated with the 

principle of sovereignty. In fact the principle of non-intervention is not thought to have been 

articulated since long after the establishment of sovereignty in Europe. In 1853 Vattel 

formulated the principle in the Law of Nations, but even here he prescribed its validity to be 

limited to the prevalence of tyrannical and oppressive rule, thus affirming that sovereignty 

entailed responsibilities (Glanville 2011: 236). 
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By the 18th century the Hobbesian conception of sovereignty prevailed in the European 

society of states. In the end of that century, however, the idea of inherent and inalienable 

rights based on natural law started to gain traction. Through the American and French 

revolutions demands of a revision of the principle of sovereignty was made. Following these 

revolutions it was asserted that a legitimate government derived its powers from the consent 

of the people and was legitimate only if the rights of its citizens were secured. The notion and 

principle of popular sovereignty was thus born (Glanville 2011:240).  

The idea did however not only have an effect on the two concerned countries. Following the 

French revolution the rights of popular sovereignty were deemed universal and should be 

extended to all peoples wishing for sovereignty. The liberation campaigns undertaken by 

Napoleon in Europe, however, soon turned into occupation which instead gave way to the 

idea of nationalism, viz., the rights of men turned into the rights of nations (Wight 1977:160). 

The principle of popular sovereignty was thus transformed into implying national self-

determination and was fully institutionalized in this form through the Paris Peace Conference 

and the treaty of Versailles of 1919 (Glanville 2011:242). Sovereignty thus had to be 

legitimated, only, through the principle of national self-determination, which constituted the 

criterion for acceptance in the society of states (Keene 2002:19ff). Following WWII, in the 

UN charter of 1945 the reaffirmation of the principle of national self-determination was 

coupled with the freedom from intervention and interference in matters of domestic 

jurisdiction. The principle of non intervention was thus institutionalized and incorporated into 

the conception of sovereignty alongside national self-determination.   

As mentioned supra, the evolution of sovereignty took on a quite different form in the extra-

European colonized world. Colonialism was very much justified on the basis that sovereignty 

required that peoples needed to be able to govern themselves responsibly, of which Europeans 

concluded that extra-European peoples could not due to them being considered uncivilized. 

Sovereign statehood was thus contingent on a requisite of civilization. Although deferred 

certain sovereign prerogatives in some instances, those not deemed fit to govern themselves 

the colonizing states concluded should be governed for their own good through the principle 

of trusteeship, viz., suzerainty and paramountcy, a principle codified into international law 

under the General Act of the Berlin Conference of 1884-5. Under the principle European 

powers took upon themselves the responsibility of caring for their moral and material well-

being, thus making the treatment of natives an international concern bound by international 

law (Galvin 2011:244, Keene 2002:xiff; 52ff, Lacroix & Nicolaidis 2002:138). Depending on 
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the setting, the rights deferred to the individual level included, i.a., the protection of habeas 

corpus, full ownership of property, and the abolition of slavery, suti and infanticide (Keene 

2002:63ff; 76ff.) Following WWI, this principle was subsequently refined through article 22 

of the Covenant of the League of Nations. The mandates system affirmed the duty of states to 

improve and protect the colonized peoples under their trust, and where states failed to do so 

the burden of responsibility shifted to the international community. As will be evolved on 

infra the principle of the R2P in a very profound way echoes that of the mandates system. 

In terms of the extra-European world the standard of civilization had a profound impact also 

in the western powers dealings with domains not under their control. This was especially 

apparent in relation to the Ottoman Empire during the 19
th

 century, where military 

interventions by European states in Greece and Syria were defended on grounds of protecting 

the rights of individuals and minority groups. Their actions were later reaffirmed by the 

United States in 1904 through President Roosevelt’s doctrine of international police power 

where he concluded that civilized states could be required to intervene in cases where regimes 

either through impotence or malevolent actions caused grave suffering in its people. Western 

powers did however not exercise consistency in relation to the Ottoman Empire as they failed 

to act in the Armenian Genocide in 1915 (Galvin 2011:246).    

Nonetheless sovereignty was in many ways considered divisible in the extra-European world. 

Sovereignty was contingent on legitimacy, a legitimacy only obtained by being deemed fit to 

govern responsibly in accordance with the perceived standards of civilization. Moreover, the 

European society of states experienced an evolution where intervention went from being 

permissible for the protection of individuals in other states to being considered more or less 

prohibited through the formal institutionalization of the principle of non-intervention in the 

UN Charter. Within the extra-European world, however, developments seemed to go in the 

opposite direction as the standard of civilization, especially through the mandates system, 

more or less induced a duty for the international community to intervene for the protection of 

individuals.   

Following the culmination of WWII the decolonization process started to dismount the 

standard of civilization and to extend the western privilege of national self-determination to 

all peoples. This process culminated through the adoption of Declaration on the Granting of 

Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, adopted in 1960, which affirmed that 

popular sovereignty not be contingent on any requisites of civilization (UNGA Resolution 
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1514 [XV], 1960). The European order, where national self-determination, non-intervention 

and non-interference as institutionalized through the UN Charter, constituted sovereignty thus 

now extended the society of states to include the whole world. The UN Charter did however 

also include provisions of good governance and individual human rights, echoing standards of 

civilization, as goals of the international order. The UN charter thus reflects both values of 

justice and those of tolerance for pluralism, what it however did not explicitly decree was if 

the tolerance of pluralism afforded this conception of sovereignty be contingent on these 

values of justice also inherent in the charter.  

The bipolar tension of the Cold War would serve to have the international society to adhere to 

strict interpretation of sovereignty corresponding to the respect of non-intervention and non-

interference (Galvin 2011:258). Towards the end of the Cold War the unresolved issue of the 

standing of the values of justice vis-à-vis those of tolerance for pluralism in UN Charter again 

started to attract interest. Towards the end of the Cold War call’s for a reinterpretation of 

sovereignty again began to be heard on the grounds of the pursuit of justice.  

In the 1980s the scholar Vincent, spurred by a belief in the possibility of increased justice 

within the international society, set out to reframe the human rights agenda through the idea 

of developing a normative consensus around basic rights, which specifically pertained to the 

right to security and the rights subsistence. Vincent saw basic rights not as a challenge to the 

society of sovereign states but rather as a legitimizer of their sovereign standing in light of a 

possible cosmopolitan consensus on these rights. The rights of states he contented were 

derived from the right of self-determination of peoples which implied a minimum standard of 

civil relationship towards the citizenry. This implied that states’ entitlement of protection of 

non-intervention was contingent on the upholding of its duty of protecting its population 

against grave atrocities. Whereas a transgression of this social contract implied a triggering of 

humanitarian intervention, in which the international society held a duty and not a right to 

intervene on the basis of its corresponding duty towards mankind (Vincent 1986:113ff., 

Gonzales-Pelaez & Buzan 2003: 2ff.). What he essentially did was to reconvene the position 

of sovereignty as responsibility, particularly the responsibility of protecting the individual’s 

security - the prevailing position of the legal theorists of the 16
th

 and 17
th

 century whom first 

formulated the principle. Moreover, however, he seemed to suggest going one step further 

than the conception of the old legal theorists, by suggesting that the international society 

actually held a duty to intervene for the sake of the individual’s protection in a third state. 

This placed him in close affinity with the conception of sovereignty in the mandates system of 
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the colonized world. More importantly however, it set the groundwork for the development of 

the R2P legal doctrine. 

The idea was consequently picked up and further elaborated by the scholar Deng in 1993 and 

in 1996 where he in relation to primarily the internally displaced presented legal 

argumentation for the norm’s implementation (Deng 1993:134ff.; 1996:27ff.). On the political 

level similar argumentation based on a concept of the individual’s sovereignty was also 

presented by the former Secretary General Kofi Annan where he put into question the validity 

of the legal principle of sovereignty in relation to crimes against humanity (Annan 1999). 

Although not corresponding exactly to the duties and rights dimension put forth by Vincent 

that stipulated a duty towards the international community to intervene, the international 

society in some respects began to shift its understanding on the permissibility of intervening 

for the sake of individual protection, i.e. humanitarian intervention (Brommesson & Fernros 

2009:316). NATOs military intervention in Yugoslavia can, albeit not acting under UN 

mandate, be considered an indicium of these shifting perceptions. However, it would not be 

until 2001 when a full-fledged legal doctrine would be formulated on the political level. The 

following chapter will attempt analyze the formulation of the legal principle as well as the 

prevailing understanding within the society of states on its implications.   

 

4.2. LEGAL FORMATION AND THE PREVAILING UNDERSTANDING WITHIN THE 

SOCIETY OF STATES 

The term responsibility to protect was first introduced through the International Commission 

on Intervention and State Sovereignty (ICISS) whom presented a legal doctrine for the R2P-

norm through its 2001 report bearing its name. The Commission’s establishment was a 

response to the previous call for action, by the aforementioned UN Secretary General, on 

developing an approach to respond to grave violations of human rights and humanitarian law 

within a state. The Commission constituted an ad hoc gathering of former scholars and policy 

makers, was financed by the Canadian government, the Carnegie- and McArthur Foundations 

but most importantly commissioned by and under the authority of the Canadian government 

(Amnéus 2008:183f.; ICISS 2001:VII). The Commission elaborated on a legal doctrine which 

claimed to stipulate that sovereignty implied a responsibility to protect populations from 

grave violations of human rights and humanitarian law within the state. This responsibility, 

however, also claimed to extend to the international community whom had a duty to intervene 
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if said violation occurred in any state, and, if necessary as a last resort, through military means 

rendering the principle of non-intervention/sovereignty and state rights as subordinate to 

Human Security (ICISS 2001). The principle was operationalized into legal articles 

considered to cover every aspect of problems that might occur in its interpretation and also 

stipulating for any boundaries that these principles might have. The ICISS-report, together 

with the 2005 UN world summit document and the society of states responses to incidents that 

might trigger humanitarian intervention, serves as the best indicator of what the prevailing 

understanding within the international society is on the issue. These three sources will 

therefore figure at centerfold in determining international society’s concerted perception on 

the sovereignty as a responsibility to protect.    

It can at this point be useful to reiterate the chief aim of the analysis of the R2P. Indeed the 

purpose is to analyze if the case of the R2P can be said to confirm the solidarist prescriptive 

proposition and hypothesis on the prospect of a benevolent state. Solidarists prescribe that 

justice, scilicet individual human rights, should have precedence over sovereignty and state 

rights, viz. tolerance for pluralism. They see this as possible in spite of state volition, as they 

envision that the society of states will become increasingly alike internally which will 

generate a shared moral understanding among them that will result in states voluntarily giving 

up their sovereign prerogatives and rights for the sake of individual human rights.   

In this respect it is important to note that the mere codification of human rights law is not the 

same as individual rights holding precedence over state rights. Ratified human rights treaties, 

just as any international law, concern duties and rights of an interstate nature. The duties 

acceded by one state through its ratification correspond to the other ratifying state’s right to 

have the first state comply with its commitments within the agreed treaty, and vice versa 

(Henkin 1990:35). Indeed state volition and the positivist international legal framework imply 

that only the ratifying entity, namely states, are subjects of international law, while 

individuals merely constitute objects of said law (Bull 1966:112). Individuals, thus, do not 

have any conferred rights independent of states within international law, while the duties 

inherent in these codified individual rights are of an interstate nature (Buzan 2004:202f.). 

Thus, if individual rights are to achieve precedence vis-à-vis state rights and sovereignty 

within the framework of international society, and in spite of state volition, codified 

individual human rights would necessarily need to be coupled with a corresponding duty of 

states towards the individual without the individual becoming a subject of international law. 

For the individual to be the primary rights holder, i.e., occupy an absolute right, the rights 
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need to correspond to a duty directed at the society of states to uphold this duty. In the case of 

the responsibility to protect, this would imply that the society of states as a whole would have 

a corresponding duty to uphold the individual’s right to protection.  

 

At first glance the ICISS report seem to correspond to this requisite by claiming to represent 

the conception that state sovereignty is contingent on the protection of the individual and that 

the society of states have a duty to intervene when such protection is not upheld by the state. 

If so, the doctrine would have several implications for the society of states. As mentioned it 

would make sovereignty contingent on the states willingness and ability to safeguard its 

population from atrocities. Moreover it would signify a shift from the post-WWII 

understanding on the guidelines for using force for the sake of the individual’s right to 

protection, which according to the UN Charter only is permissible by authorization from the 

UN Security Council
54

. Instead the society of states would no longer hold the power or right 

to decide over engaging in a military conflict as the breach of the individual’s right to 

protection would imply a duty to intervene in any state on the planet. In relation to the 

individual’s right to security state interests and rights would thus be subordinate in every 

instance.   

 

The ICISS-report does undoubtedly assert that sovereignty is contingent on the states 

willingness and ability to avert grave violations of human rights and humanitarian law within 

its territory. In terms of the society of states duty to intervene the report stipulates four sets of 

principles to determine when and how a military intervention is to be enacted for the sake of 

individual’s right to protection. These four sets of principles are the just cause threshold, the 

precautionary principles, right authority and the operational principle. Within these principles 

the ICISS report recognizes six criteria that need to be met for when a military intervention is 

to be enacted. These are just cause, right authority, right intention, last resort, proportional 

means and reasonable prospects (ICISS-report 2001:32). None of these criteria are to be 

found within the operational principle which is logical as it deals with the technical 

implementation and not the when and if. This principle thus is excluded from the analysis. 
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 The guidelines on the use of force established in the UN Charter under tarticle 2(4) prohibits the use of force 

against other member states, unless, in accordance with article 51, force is used in self defense and when force is 

authorized by the Security Council passed under a Chapter VII resolution. 
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The just cause threshold specifies the form of situation in which a humanitarian military 

intervention is eligible to be enacted. These situations are in broad pencil-strokes in the case 

of large-scale loss to human life or ethnic cleansing occurring within a state and is indifferent 

to if the state is the culprit or merely unable to halt or avert such atrocities from occurring. 

The just cause threshold can be seen as a safe guard from the R2P of being used for illicit 

reasons by states willing to interfere or intervene in another state due to national interest and 

as a safe guard for weaker states not to have their sovereignty breached without well-founded 

reason, but it also reveals the intent of the norm in that it aims to avert or halt the individual 

from being subjected to the mentioned atrocities. However, what the just cause threshold in 

itself does not specify is if this is to be regarded as a duty or a right for states to intervene. It 

could thus without support from other principals not be regarded to do more than granting 

legitimacy for interventions within those given circumstances, thus consequently not altering 

the status of the individual’s right to protection . 

In the precautionary principles we find four of the other six criteria, namely, right intention, 

last resort, reasonable prospects and proportional means. Two of these principles, namely last 

resort and proportional means, cannot be said to contradict the R2P norm which implies a 

state duty towards human security. The principles of right intention and reasonable prospects 

on the other hand should be seen as contradicting an assumption of individual primacy over 

state rights.  

The right intention stipulates that the primary motive for intervening states must be to halt or 

avert human suffering and that it therefore is preferable that action be taken through 

multilateral cooperation as to safe guard from states acting on the basis of ulterior motives. 

The problem with this stipulated criterion in regards to granting primary right to the 

individual is that it places national interest as a definitive determinant on if a humanitarian 

intervention is to be enacted which in itself indicates that state rights is in fact superior to the 

individual’s right. An illuminating example here could for instance be if multilateral 

cooperation could not be achieved on a humanitarian military intervention in a state with 

significant natural resources an individual state that is prepared to act to halt or avert for e.g. 

ethnic cleansing could be blocked from action by invoking the argument that it cannot be 

ruled-out that it is not acting in the primary interest of securing the natural resources of the 

proposed state for intervention. The requisite of right intention not only seems to limit the 

possibility of unilateral action when the just cause threshold is met, but it actually also makes 

it possible for states to excuse their inaction on the basis that they would not have had the 
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right intention in the case of an intervention in a specific state. This argument might seem 

absurd, but it is a result of that the question of right intention is too subjective to be 

determined in actual circumstances as it cannot be ascertained objectively what one’s 

intensions are. And as the state is the primary agent within the global political community it is 

left to states to interpret what this actually means. In light of these circumstances it cannot be 

ascertained that the individual is given primary right as the criterion shifts the focus from the 

actual need of the individual’s protection to national interest. 

The reasonable prospects criterion stipulates that military intervention must hold a reasonable 

chance of success in halting or averting the suffering that has justified action, i.e. that actual 

protection can be achieved, and that consequences of action not be worse than in the case of 

inaction. The first contingent here is logical and reasonable through the looking-glass of 

individual rights as an action that does not serve to actually achieve human security does not 

serve the individual’s interest, which is why this half of the criteria cannot be said to inflict 

damage on the individual’s right.  

The other half of the criterion on the other hand is more problematic. The answer to this can 

in part be found in the authors’ detailed explanation for the inclusion of this criterion. The 

moral philosophical reasoning behind its inclusion is by the authors own admission vested in 

an utilitarian approach, which is clearly at odds with the adherence of absolute inherent 

individual human rights. The practical reasoning behind taking this moral philosophical 

position is also specified by the authors, which reveals a consideration of the perceived 

practical realities of the international society. The authors themselves state that this criterion 

most likely will preclude military action against any of the UN Security Council’s five 

permanent members, and probably any other regional or global hegemon, even if all criteria 

and conditions are met (ICISS-report 2001:37). What the reports authors’ essentially 

recognizes themselves is that the R2P legal doctrine is contingent on the national interests of 

the most powerful states. This not only places state rights above the individual’s right but 

actually enhances the power disparities between weaker and stronger states within the global 

political community as sovereignty as responsibility is only applicable to states that are unable 

to reap havoc in the world. It should however be argued that, in spite of their admission of 

double standard, the report’s authors’ vision is in this respect actually still limited as this 

criterion actually limits the individual’s right for the consideration of at least all (semi-) 

hegemonic states within the global political community. National interest many times do not 

stop at states own borders but could actually, such as in the case of the United States or 
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Russia, include much of the globe. There thus may not be many instances in which a military 

intervention could be enacted as it would demand that all powerful states’ (at a bare minimum 

those within the UN Security Council) interests would have to align in every given case. 

Thus, also within this criterion national interest also grants privilege to state rights vis-à-vis 

the individual.  

In terms of the right authority criterion state rights also here holds primacy over the 

individual, much due to the same reasons. What the right authority entails is the procedural 

steps for deciding when military intervention is to be enacted and through what body or entity 

a decision can be legitimated. The right authority criterion states that the UN Security Council 

is the appropriate body for deciding on action which clearly is a reaffirmation of Chapter VII 

of the UN Charter thus leaving it up to the behest of the members of the UN Security Council 

to act in accordance with their own inclinations. The report does however attempt to move 

further by specifying that when the just cause threshold is met the permanent members of UN 

Security Council should not impose its veto, unless their vital state interests are at stake. This 

last opt-out unfortunately forces us to return to the discussion on the report’s inclusion of 

criteria that prompts assessments that are conclusively subjective. What relates to vital 

interests and not are of course impossible to deduce objectively, and the interpretive 

prerogative of course here rests with the concerned state itself. State rights is when 

considering this aspect thus irrefutably intact.  

In the case of the UN Security Council’s unwillingness, hesitation or failure to act the report 

does however set up certain procedures for calling on the General Assembly of the UN or 

regional or sub-regional organizations of which a proposed military intervention is to be 

enacted. A decision within these bodies does however not hold any weight on if an 

intervention is to be enacted. Rather it is a procedure to pressure the UN Security Council into 

action by showing that there is a broad consensus for action (ICISS-report 2001: 53-54). 

These procedures thus have no actual implication in terms of state rights vis-à-vis individual 

rights. If the UN Security Council still fails to act in conscience-shocking situations crying out 

for action the report iterates that concerned states may not rule out other means to ameliorate 

the gravity of the situation (ICISS-report 2001:55). It is however unclear what type of action 

is meant and if this is a mere statement of fact by the Commission or a permission to take 

other forms of actions. The Commission does not clarify, more than to state that the passage is 

intended as a mere admonishment to the UN Security Council. It can thus be concluded that 

four of the six criteria actually places national interest over the individual’s right to protection, 
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while the other two do not take a stand, conclusively placing state rights over the individual in 

the ICISS-report by transforming a duty to intervene into a right to intervene. The reports 

intentions do reflect that state sovereignty is contingent on its ability and will to safeguard the 

individual’s right to protection. The intention of the ICISS can, however, not be interpreted as 

wanting to convey a duty upon the society of states to intervene for humanitarian reasons. 

Although the ICISS report was drafted on the behest of a state it primarily represents a legal 

source document to the doctrine, as it does not necessarily reflect a wider consensus on the 

issue within the society of states. The principle has however figured in a resolution adopted 

by the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA), viz. the 2005 UN world summit outcome 

document. A resolution by the UNGA could be said to in a more concrete way have the 

possibility of exuding a prevailing shared moral understanding of the international society as 

it is comprised of all its member. In the resolution the society of states affirms that “ Each 

individual State has the responsibility to protect its populations from genocide, war crimes, 

ethnic cleansing and crimes against humanity” (UN 2005:para. 138). In the following 

paragraph (UN 2005:para. 139) it also recognizes the international community’s responsibility 

to by peaceful means try to resolve the issue which places the population in peril. However, it 

falls short on committing to any further duty to act in the case of a threat to the individual’s 

right to protection, and simply refers the issue to UN Security Council with support of chapter 

VII of the UN Charter. As the UNGA falls short of committing to a duty of humanitarian 

intervention by military means, viz. exhausting all remedies, the individual’s right to 

protection therefore, in regards to the resolution, cannot be considered to correspond to an 

equivalent duty for the society of states.  

The UNGA however reserved the right to further consider the issue (UN 2005:para. 139), 

which perhaps might reflect an intention of strengthening justice, viz. individual rights, 

further vis-à-vis state rights and sovereignty. The UNGA has however, as of 2015, yet to 

convene on the issue. Thus no codified law or legal preparatory work reflects an 

understanding of a duty for the international society to enact a humanitarian intervention by 

military means. Nonetheless, the possibility still exists for the society of states to, through 

their response to incidents that might trigger humanitarian interventions by military means, 

develop customary law. The UN sanctioned and NATO led Operation Unified protector 

concerning the multistate intervention in Libya in 2011 might serve as an early indicator of 

such a development. In a statement relating to the intervention US president Barack Obama 

made reference of the R2P as a basis for action (Obama 2011; Groves 2011). In the UN 
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Security Council Resolutions 1970 and 1973, which sanctioned the intervention, the Libyan 

government was reminded of its responsibility to protect its people and strong condemnations 

were made regarding perpetrated human rights abuses and the use of violence against 

civilians. The resolutions clearly referenced the R2P, however, legal justifications for the 

intervention were made under chapter VII of the UN Charter on grounds of maintaining or 

restoring international peace and security. The intervention in Libya can, at least to a certain 

extent be seen as a step towards a moral consensus within society of states that affords the 

individual rights to protection primacy above the rights of the state. A detrimental aspect to 

this is however the international society’s response to the internal armed conflict in Syria 

where massive human rights and humanitarian law violations have been confirmed to take 

place (Migrationsverket RCI 14/2013). The failure by the international community to act to 

set a halt to these massive violations, by more than limited bomb-campaigns directed to halt 

the progression of non-state actors such as the Islamic State and al-Nusra front (Windrem 

2014), indicates that such moral consensus on the absolute individual right to protection still 

has a bit left to go.   
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5. CONCLUSION 

The study has set out to analyze the validity of the soldiarist prescriptive hypothesis that a 

shared understanding amongst the society of states can induce a circumstance where the state 

will act selflessly by willingly subordinating its rights and sovereign prerogatives for the sake 

of individual rights. For this purpose the R2P legal doctrine was analyzed genealogically to 

generate an inference on if the dominant consensus within the society of states on the doctrine 

had generated a circumstance were state’s willingly subordinated their rights and sovereign 

prerogatives for the individual’s right to security. Following this analysis it can be concluded 

that the R2P doctrine has neither in customary or codified international law enabled the 

individual’s right to protection to hold precedence over the right and sovereignty of the state. 

The case study, conclusively does not serve to validate the solidarist hypothesis of the 

possibility of a benevolent state.  

Although the results do not in a conclusive way lend credibility to the hypothesis it should be 

noted that neither does it serve to disprove it as the R2P only serves as a singular case. On the 

other hand the intermarriage of the genealogical method with the English School framework 

in the analysis of the R2P has served to generate interesting insights into central concepts as 

well as extend credibility to certain assumptions underlying the solidarist hypothesis. The 

analysis has revealed that concepts such as sovereignty are not static principles as 

conventional IR theories conclude, and highlighted the importance for this in reinforcing the 

prescriptive theoretical framework of English School solidarism. Indeed concepts such as 

sovereignty are agreed upon in concert amongst its social actors and is constantly 

reinterpreted in light of new given demands. The history and antecedents of the R2P, viz. 

sovereignty as responsibility, also reveal that the society of states can, contrary to pluralist 

assumptions, generate common understanding on principles of justice. Albeit, not yet proven 

to the extent of justice triumphing over tolerance for pluralism, as the solidarists prescribe.   

Although apparent that further research is needed in relation to the solidarist prescriptive 

proposition and hypothesis, the study’s generated insights have revealed that a deductive 

approach that tests theoretical assumptions is useful for the evolvement of the English School 

research agenda and, coupled with genealogy, holds good prospects of making the School’s 

framework more analytically useful. 
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